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Introduction

The basic concept behind induction charging, whether through conventional supercharging or turbocharging is to increase the amount of air being forced into the vehicle’s engine, along with an increase in fuel, in order to increase its power output without increasing the swept volume. To achieve this, intake air is compressed by a compressor that is driven by the pressure of the exhaust gas (turbocharger), directly from the engine crankshaft (mechanical supercharger) or by an electric motor (electric supercharger). The amount of air forced into the engine can be further increased by cooling it during the intake stage between the compressor and the engine through a charged air cooler or ‘intercooler’, via an air-to-air or water-to-air heat exchanger, although, at least in part, intercoolers are used to remove the heat generated during compression.

Increasing the amount of air-fuel charge in the engine can also cause other heat problems including knocking, which is the result of the combustion of the fuel-air mixture occurring more rapidly than is ideal, and pre-ignition, which is when the mixture in a spark ignition engine ignites under pressure before the spark plug fires. Fitting a turbocharger to an engine that has not been enhanced accordingly can also result in a lean fuel-air mixture, which can also cause overheating. Consequently, turbocharged and supercharged engines need to be designed accordingly with, for example, piston rings further from the combustion zone than in a normally aspirated engine, a suitable fuel injection control system, a lower compression ratio and a higher octane fuel specification. 

Figure 1: Basic turbocharger design [Source: BorgWarner]



Further technology to control turbocharger ‘boost’ pressure includes ‘blow-off’ valves and ‘waste-gates’. A ‘blow-off’ valve is situated on the air intake side of the turbocharger and is designed to release excess intake air pressure as the engine decelerates during gear changes, or if the driver releases the accelerator when boost pressure is high. A waste-gate is situated on the exhaust turbine side of a turbocharger in order to re-route some of the exhaust gas flow away from the turbine once a set intake pressure is reached.

Sometimes the exhaust system driving the turbine takes time to reach the required pressure and, in combination with the rotational inertia of the turbine as it accelerates, results in ‘transient delay’ or ‘lag’ so that there is a pause between the driver depressing the accelerator and the increase in engine power output. There are many industry alternatives and aids to combat lag, and in some cases eliminate it altogether. These are examined later in this report.

In effect, there are many benefits of turbocharging, the simplest of which is the ability to increase engine power output – in some cases by as much as 50%. Thus a turbocharged engine can achieve a substantially greater level of power output than a naturally aspirated engine of the same swept volume. A higher rate of thermal efficiency is also achievable because the foundation of turbocharging is the use of waste energy that does not reduce the power output of the engine. Another benefit to turbocharging is the compensation of faster rotation at high altitudes allowing a more rapid delivery of air to the engine.  

The obvious and most pressing beneficial need for turbocharging is related to the challenge to improve fuel economy and reduce CO2 and other emissions. Adding a turbocharger does not automatically save fuel in itself but it does mean that a smaller turbocharged engine can achieve the same power output as a much larger engine, without compromising fuel economy under lower power demand conditions (engine downsizing).

Automotive engineers have always sought improved power and efficiency characteristics, but today, with current and impending regulation governing fuel economy and CO2 output has pushed engine design to deliver better efficiency and power density. One of the keys to delivering the potential improvements is to enhance the technology of forced induction through turbocharger and supercharger design.

Where once turbocharging was considered a technology for high performance and sophisticated engine design today they are becoming ubiquitous. The predominant strategies of downsizing and downspeeding to improve efficiency cannot be implemented without forced induction, and its various methods and technologies are now centre stage in internal combustion engine (ICE) design. However, OEMs around the world are grappling with a considerable compromise: every design that reduces engine size or component size must be countered by a boost to available power from that engine through supercharging and turbocharging. Turbochargers add weight to the vehicle but are more valuable to the power structure of each vehicle. The solution is to create new designs in structure and function, so that the downsized engine is as powerful in torque and low-end as the customer demands.

Engine downsizing has long been acknowledged as an important route to the improvement of fuel economy. In general terms, a smaller engine has less internal friction so that less energy is wasted merely in moving its components. It also has less thermal inertia, which means that it warms up more quickly and is thus more thermally efficient in a typical mixed-duty, real-world operation.

In addition, as most car engines operate at well below their point of peak efficiency in day-to-day use, by substituting a smaller capacity unit operating at higher specific load, combustion and gas exchange process can be more efficient.

To deliver the same performance as a larger engine, however, a downsized unit must employ charge air boosting, either in the form of turbocharging or supercharging. While these measures give rise to some product cost implications, the resulting higher cycle efficiency and lower friction can offer a significant contribution to fuel economy and CO2 emissions improvements.

However, there are also some practical limits to downsizing a conventional four-stroke engine. The main obstacle to downsizing is the achievement of good low-speed torque and launch feel.

A boost system applied to a downsized engine will produce more torque, but this is limited by the onset of abnormal combustion as higher pressures and temperatures are reached; this is a problem particularly pronounced at lower engine speeds.

In addition, high cylinder pressures require larger connecting rod and crank bearings to accommodate the increase in load. This in turn can increase friction, limiting the benefits of downsizing.

To operate successfully, highly boosted four-stroke engines must therefore use a lower static compression ratio, which then reduces efficiency and negates the benefits of any further downsizing. Launch feel can also be a challenge for turbocharged engines due to the time required to accelerate the turbocharger from idle to generate boost pressures. Mechanically driven superchargers can help to resolve this issue but these devices also increase losses and reduce efficiency.

Hybridisation, or using electric power to augment low-end torque, is a well-proven route to enabling further levels of downsizing. However, while this approach works successfully in many products, it brings significant additional cost and complexity in the shape of the hybrid powertrain, power electronics and energy management systems.

Thus, despite the very significant advantages today of using turbochargers and superchargers in combination with alternative powertrain strategies, there are significant limitations emerging at the edges of the performance envelope in this respect, and it is these limitations that engineering development is looking to challenge.

An interesting trend has emerged in the passenger vehicle market such that while diesel engines have led the downsizing revolution in Europe, gasoline engines are catching up. Diesels have led the passenger market by a slim margin in recent years, with over 50% of passenger vehicles sold in Europe having these engines, and diesels have proven to be more easily downsized and turbocharged. It is argued that ICE remain the predominant powertrain for the next decade although they will be adjuncts to electrical power trains in the future and not the sole propulsion system. In the meantime attention must be paid to making ICEs downsized (and right sized).

Development of turbocharging the next generation of very small gasoline engines is in full swing, with three objectives in mind: Minimising the weight and displacement added to the powertrain, making power potential equal to or better than larger engines, and meeting all Euro 5 and soon Euro 6 NOx emission limits.

According to estimates by Honeywell, the number of passenger vehicles with turbocharged engines is expected to increase globally by 80% by 2017 over 2012. This change is driven by the need to deliver improved fuel-efficiency, performance and reduced greenhouse gas emissions.

Turbocharged engines are projected to be on 36 million passenger automobiles sold globally in 2017, representing almost 40% of all new light vehicle sales in that year. In 2011, turbochargers were fitted to 20 million new vehicles sold globally, or about 25% of all vehicles.

The United States, India and China are expected to lead the global growth as consumers and automakers in these markets search for ways to get improved fuel economy, whether through gasoline or diesel engines. In Europe, where turbochargers are already on two-thirds of passenger vehicles, the technology is expected to gain even more ground as OEMs meet more stringent CO2 emissions requirements.

“Turbocharged engines are expected to continue to grow globally because they meet the needs of consumers in a wide range of vehicle segments and geographic markets,” said Honeywell Transportation Systems vice president of marketing and product management Peter Hill. “Turbochargers offer a combination of fuel-savings and performance at an affordable price compared to other technologies, making them an attractive option on subcompact cars, full-size luxury sedans, pick-up trucks and everything in between.”

Figure 2: Projected global turbocharger fitment for new vehicles [Source: Honeywell]



In the U.S., the number of turbochargers is expected to almost triple in the next five years to more than 4 million in 2017, compared to 1.3 million in 2011. They are projected to be on about one-quarter of all new U.S. vehicles in 2017.

The number of turbocharged engines in India is expected to more than triple from about 900 000 to more than 3 million from 2011 to 2017.

History

The origin of superchargers goes as far back as the mid-1800s when the first patented twin-rotor air pump designed by American Francis Roots in 1860 became the blueprint for the modern day Roots type supercharger. In 1900, Gottlieb Daimler patented a forced-induction system for internal combustion engines which led to the birth of the supercharger in custom racing cars in the 1920s.

The advent of the first practical compression heat-generated combustion engine is attributed to Rudolf Diesel in 1893 in Germany. Within twelve years, a Swiss engineer, Dr Alfred J. Büchi (who graduated from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich), through his involvement with various diesel engine manufacturers, developed a patent for the first turbocharger around 1905. Despite the fact that Dr Büchi became chief engineer of Sulzer Brothers Research Department, his ideas were slow to be embraced, and it was not until 1925 that the first engines with Büchi turbochargers for marine applications were available. This eventually led to other manufacturers in Europe, the US and Japan purchasing licenses from Büchi. 

At around the same time, Sanford Moss, an engineer working for General Electric, tested a turbocharger on a V12 Liberty aircraft engine and paved the way for increased high altitude engine power for aircraft in the 1930s. Consequently, by World War Two, aircraft engines used turbochargers as a way of maintaining performance at high altitude where the ability to force air into the engine compensates for the low air density.

One of the earliest automotive turbocharged engines recorded was manufactured by Major Frank Halford in UK in 1923 and the first turbo-diesel heavy-duty truck went into production in 1938 by another Swiss engine manufacturer known as Schweizer Mashinenfabrik Saurer (Swiss Machine Works Saurer). 

During the 1940s, turbocharger design improved significantly along with the development of heat resistant materials and complex intercooler options. In the 1950s more and more engine manufacturers such as Cummins, Volvo and Scania experimented with the use of turbochargers, perhaps due in part to Fred Agabashian, who qualified for pole position in the Indianapolis 500 in 1952 with a Cummins diesel-engined racing car. From this point forward, turbochargers revolutionised the automotive industry, and GM is generally credited with the first production turbocharged automotive engine in the shape of the A-body Oldsmobile Cutlass released in 1962. The first production turbo-diesel passenger car, the Peugeot 604, was introduced in 1978.

From 1977 through to 1989, Formula One racing entered what is known as the ‘Turbo Era’ with Renault being the first OEM to apply turbocharging to its Formula One projects. It was not long before Honda, BMW, Ferrari and many others followed suit. In the 1970s and 1980s, OEMs sought turbocharging technology as a means to develop more power from their engines without forfeiting fuel consumption, and while turbochargers are now widespread on almost all automotive diesel engines, the technology has become a vital ingredient in the quest to lower emissions. To this end, new technological developments such as two-stage or compound turbochargers, variable geometry turbochargers, the combination of a turbocharger and a supercharger, and the use of an electrically-driven supercharger with or without a turbocharger, continued the advance of increased thermal efficiency and improved fuel economy.  

Figure 3: Typical transient response comparison at 1,500rpm, turbocharger vs supercharger [ Source: Rotrak]



The choice: turbocharger or supercharger?

Turbochargers are more efficient than superchargers, because a turbocharger is powered by the energy of the exhaust gases that would otherwise be wasted, whereas a mechanically driven supercharger draws power directly from the engine and an electrically driven one draws energy from the vehicle’s electrical system, which in turn draws power from the engine. However, this comparison becomes a little ambiguous when regenerated electric power is utilised to power a supercharger rather than to boost the powertrain through electric motors.

Figure 4: An electric supercharger [Source: Valeo]





Turbochargers also have the drawback of suffering from transient response delay as the engine increases its exhaust gas output, although this has been alleviated to some degree by technologies such as direct-injection. In comparison, a supercharger can respond almost immediately even with the modern use of clutches to disengage it when it is not required, rather than the permanent engagement that was typically used in the past. Similarly, electrically driven superchargers can respond as quickly as the electrical power supply allows.

Figure 5: Turbocharger configurations [Source: Technical University of Berlin]





Eaton, which produces and promotes the use of superchargers, has also made the point that a turbocharger must run faster in the lower engine speed range to provide acceptable drivability and claims that this compromises efficiency. The company has quoted a study in which a 2.8-litre, normally aspirated gasoline engine was replaced by a 2.0-litre turbocharged and a 2.0-litre supercharged engine, claiming that the fuel economy improvements were around 10% and 14% respectively. However, to address inherent deficiencies such as this in turbochargers, suppliers and OEMs have used a variety of technologies such as two-stage and twin-scroll turbocharging. 

In two-stage turbocharging, two turbochargers that function optimally in different engine speed ranges are fitted with typically a smaller, high pressure unit to increase torque output at low engine speeds with minimal lag and a larger, low-pressure one that gradually takes over at higher engine speeds. BMW, for example, pursued this approach on a twin-turbo 2.0-litre diesel engine, although issues of high temperatures in the engine compartment were reported. Mercedes-Benz used a BorgWarner regulated two-stage system on the 220 CDI and 250 CDI four-cylinder diesel engines and claimed that power was increased 20% when compared to the previous 2.2-litre unit while fuel economy and CO2 emissions were decreased by 13%.

BorgWarner also developed twin-scroll turbocharger technology, which the company claims produces similar results to two-stage turbocharging but in a smaller package with lower weight and cost. In a different approach, the Mann+Hummel system used on the 3.0-litre V6 Jaguar diesel used a shut-off valve between a constantly-active turbocharger and a smaller secondary one that can respond within one tenth of a second under higher load conditions when its charge pressure exceeds that of the first.

While superchargers have gained in popularity, they are not common in mainstream gasoline engines at least in part because OEMs have pursued alternative means to improve performance through the constant development of normally aspirated engines. Nevertheless, Audi opted for a Roots-type supercharger, combined with gasoline direct injection, on its 3.0-litre TFSI V6 after encountering weight issues when investigating a two-stage turbocharger approach similar to that employed by BMW. Audi claims enhanced power, efficiency and fuel economy surpass the results of comparative tests conducted on bi-turbo options in relation to the engine. The Roots-type design offers packaging advantages by the placement of the unit between the engine’s cylinder banks within the location of the intake manifold, and Audi claims that the dual water-to-air intercoolers and improved acoustic characteristics result in a very quiet unit. 

Figure 6: Eaton’s Roots-type supercharger [Source: Eaton]



With a compression ratio of 10.5:1, the engine delivers a maximum of around 310lb.ft (420Nm) of torque at only 2,500rpm and maintains that level until around 4,850 rpm. With 11.6lbs of boost it can develop 290hp (216kW) and achieve a fuel economy under highway conditions of around 24mpg. Full thrust from idle speed onwards is possible due to the poly-V belt drive off the engine crankshaft that spins up to 6,500 rpm while the four-lobe mechanical compressor rotors generate around 12psi at speeds approaching 23,000 rpm.

Yet another approach to enhancing turbocharger performance is that of varying the geometry of the turbocharger in order to optimise functioning throughout the engine speed range. Variable geometry turbochargers (VGT) have been used since the 1990s in large diesel engines, and Honda was among the first to introduce the concept on a light vehicle with electronically controlled, pressure- and vacuum-operated vanes on its Wing Turbo V6 gasoline engine in 1989. BorgWarner developed a VGT system in combination with its regulated two-stage turbocharger technology on International’s PowerStroke 6.4-litre diesel engine. The high-pressure turbocharger uses electrical actuation to vary the geometry of the turbine vanes to adapt it to the engine’s operating state.

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of BorgWarner’s eBooster [Source: BorgWarner]



Volkswagen took a different route again in the quest for downsizing by combining a turbocharger and a supercharger to combat both environmental and performance issues. In 2008, the company released its Tiguan Crossover 1.4-litre TSI engine with a supercharger designed to provide the extra intake pressure at lower speeds and a turbocharger that takes over at high speeds. The TSI engine was later fitted to the Golf GT, Jetta and Touran models. It develops 168hp (125kW) at 6,000rpm and maintains 177lb.ft (245Nm) of torque from 1,750rpm to 4,000rpm, surpassing the performance of the company’s 2.0-litre normally aspirated gasoline engine and equalling that of the 2.0-litre turbocharged diesel unit. 

However, not all industry participants are convinced of the benefit of combining turbochargers and superchargers. Continental does not see the technology as a necessity but has offered the opinion that combining the two could be an option for downsized gasoline engines with very high specific power. Honeywell has stated that, despite the interesting performance of the combination, cost and complexity are likely to limit them to niche markets.

Nevertheless, at least two companies have developed systems that combine elements of both supercharging and turbocharging. BorgWarner’s patented eBooster, illustrated in Figure 7, incorporates an electrically driven compressor that can be placed either before or after a turbocharger in a sequential configuration. The combination enables the system to expand its power curve and optimally match the required boost characteristics. 

VanDyne SuperTurbo as shown in Figure 8, has combined a supercharger and a turbocharger driven through a continuously variable transmission to further optimise boost performance. It was initially developed for heavy-duty commercial engines but VanDyne has announced plans to develop it for a 2.0-litre light vehicle engine. 

Figure 8: VanDyne's SuperTurbo [Source: VanDyne]



The SuperTurbo is mechanically connected to the engine crankshaft with two interconnected transmissions. The first transmission reduces the high-speed turbo shaft output to a lower speed while the second, continuously variable transmission varies the ratio between the engine and the turbocharger shaft. Rather than using a waste-gate, once the turbine side of the unit has spun up, the power it recovers beyond that required is directed back to the drivetrain. The company claims that, by combining the low-speed performance of the supercharger with the turbo-compounding that is achieved by adding a variable transmission to the turbocharger, there is a 25% to 30% improvement in vehicle performance over existing gasoline-powered engines and 7% to 10% improvement over existing diesel-powered engines.

Turbocharger sectors

Heavy duty

Improving fuel economy and efficiency in the heavy-duty segment is paramount in an operational environment of increasing costs, which operators are often prevented from passing on to their customers because of the high levels of competition across the industry. Turbochargers have long been seen as the bridge to improving both thermal efficiency and engine specific output within the commercial vehicle sector and an absolute necessity for all automotive diesel engines, at least in markets where emissions legislation of at least the Euro 4 standard or its international equivalents are in force or imminent. 

Light duty

Lightweight and compact turbochargers are aimed at light-duty commercial engine applications, which are more suited to stop-and-go duty cycles on small commercial vehicles, or larger passenger vehicles. They are more commonly available with waste-gated turbines and low-inertia rotors. As the market for light-duty vehicles and SUVs continues to grow, many OEMs are actively pursuing strategies to develop turbocharging options within these applications. Downsized passenger car and light truck engines are now expected to match, and in many cases exceed, the performance of the naturally aspirated engines of the recent past. Consequently, the market for light-duty turbochargers has increased significantly to large-scale production volumes and substantial growth rates occurring, particularly in Asia, Eastern Europe and Africa. 

Performance

Car enthusiasts the world over have always been attracted to the possibilities for increasing power and performance, a factor that brought about the interest in automotive turbocharging initially and the popularity in the past for retrofitting turbochargers for performance enhancement. However, increasingly sophisticated turbocharger technology makes retro-fitment much more difficult today, and the once sizable aftermarket turbocharger niche has been superseded by predominantly OEM fitment. According to Bob Keller, president of Turbonetics Inc, which produces turbochargers specially designed for racing enthusiasts, the industry changed from one with serious performance turbocharger applications in professional racing, such as original Formula cars back in the 1950s and 1960s, to one of a political nature during the fuel crises of the 1970s and 1980s. He cites increased CAFE regulations as a key driver for the industry’s push toward smaller-displacement engines and the Clean Air Act of 1977 as the driver for the aftermarket for retrofit turbocharger kits with which to improve power output, at the same time as satisfying emissions requirements.  

According to Turbonetics, the aftermarket still provides entire turbocharging systems encompassing everything from the air entry all the way through the exhaust to the catalyst. In addition to this, almost all main automotive manufacturers have a stake or vested interest in gaining further turbocharging advancements but with a limited focus on performance and more concentration on the technology as a way forward environmentally, politically and technically. 

“The need for both low-end and high-end performance drives improvements at many levels of the turbocharger. One example of this is in the area of system architecture, e.g. two-stage systems”, says Craig Balis, vice president, engineering, Honeywell Turbo Technologies. “However, there exist numerous improvements which also address this need, ranging from aerodynamic bearing and thermal technologies to advanced variable geometries which, in combination, significantly advance the capability of single-stage turbochargers.”

Small diesels

In recent years, it has become apparent that conventional light diesel trucks produce a significant amount of particulate matter (PM) as well as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and other pollutant emissions. In many cases, and in particular through the use of after-treatments, attempts to reduce or control the amount of one pollutant results in an increase of another, and this has meant that emissions reduction has largely been managed through basic engine improvements. 

The diesel market in North America has been relatively slow to progress and while turbocharging solutions could point the way to increasing diesel penetration, it is Europe that is heading towards market dominance for turbocharged diesel vehicles. During the last few years, the diesel share of the European light vehicle market has risen to over 50% and the majority of those powertrains are turbocharged. 

Günter Krämer, director of marketing at BorgWarner Turbo Systems, when asked by IHS about the importance of turbocharging in light of current emission regulations, said, “When we talk about diesel engines, I guess it’s not possible to achieve Euro 4 and later emission requirements without turbocharging. To fulfil today’s emission regulations in Europe and the US, and as Asia is following the European legislation (along with most other countries), we will also see that the penetration of turbocharging of diesel engines will increase driven by the emissions on diesel engines.”

Market drivers

Powertrain development drivers have always been a complex mix of commercial, technical and customer considerations. However, today these considerations are changing as environmental issues emerge as the pre-eminent development driver in terms of fuel economy or CO2 reduction. 

Overall development drivers include:

· Increasing fuel economy and reducing CO2 emissions;

· Drivability, power and torque response;

· Ride comfort and vehicle performance;

· Overall powertrain cost;

· Packaging and fitment space considerations; and

· The ability to integrate required electronic control systems.

Emissions regulations

International CO2 reduction commitments from Europe, the US and Asia, coupled with the promulgation of legislation have forced vehicle manufacturers to produce cost-efficient alternatives whilst driving markets toward an increasing environmental consciousness. While the environmental problem is seen as global, the solutions are being managed in a variety of different ways within each of the vanguard triad jurisdictions.

However, overall the global CO2 target range is beginning to converge as the non-CO2 emissions regulation tightens further (Figure 9).

The European Union

Following the development of the Kyoto Protocol in 1998, the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA) and the European Commission (EC) signed a commitment in order to help achieve the EU Community’s Kyoto goals. Its most highlighted feature was the agreement to reduce CO2 emissions from new passenger cars to 140g CO2 /km by 2008 mainly through vehicle technology. This was later amended to a target of 120g CO2 /km by 2012.  However, when it became obvious that these targets would not be achieved, in 2009, the European Commission adopted a regulation that the average CO2 emissions of an OEM’s annual new car fleet must be no more than 130g/km by 2015 with a phase-in period beginning in 2012 when 65% of an OEM’s new cars must meet the standard. A tentative target of 95g/km has been proposed for 2020 and will be reviewed in 2013.




Table 1: Euro VI emission standards, g/km [Source: DieselNet]

		Engine Type

		CO

		HC

		HC+NOx

		NOx

		PM



		Compression Ignition (Diesel)

		0.50

		-

		0.17

		0.08

		0.005c



		Positive Ignition (Gasoline)

		1.0

		0.10a

		-

		0.06

		0.005b,c



		a - and the non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) limit is 0.068g/km
b - applicable only to vehicles using direct injection engines
c - 0.0045g/km using the PMP measurement procedure 





A small proportion - 10g/km - can be achieved using more efficient transmissions, low rolling-resistance tyres, efficient air conditioning systems and the use of biofuels but the real target was to require the use of efficient ICEs. However, OEMs can gain credits through the production of EVs and hybrids. OEMs can also form alliances in order to meet the targets through averaging their combined annual new fleet. Penalties have been set at up to €95 per g/km although those that exceed the standard by only 3g/km may be fined only €5 per car.

For light commercial vehicles, the production fleet average CO2 emissions were set at 175g CO2 /km by 2012 and 160g CO2 /km by 2015 with a proposal that it be reduced to 135g CO2 /km by 2020. However, following intense lobbying by OEMs, the timeframe has since been extended to 175g CO2 /km by 2017 and 147g CO2 /km by 2020.

OEMs are free to form alliances in order to achieve the standard but OEMs or alliances that exceed the target may be fined €95 per gram of CO2 per kilometre per vehicle although if the limit is exceeded by less than 3g CO2 /km may be fined as little as €5 per gram per vehicle.

Figure 9: Global CO2 (g/km) progress normalised to NEDC test cycle [Source: IHS, International CTI Symposium North America 2012]



Although the regulations introduced compulsory CO2 emissions limits in place of the voluntary system that had been tried, they effectively extended the deadline by three years and increased the capped level. This relieved some of the time pressure on OEMs but the requirement that the standards cannot be met through the use of bio-fuels alone emphasised the need to focus on technology advances, including transmissions technology.

Figure 10: EU emission standards - gasoline vehicles (top) and diesel vehicles (bottom) [Source: CONCAWE ]



European passenger cars contribute up to 12% of man-made CO2, and the agreement has, through improved vehicle technology, reduced CO2 emissions from cars by an average 13% (or about 1.5% overall) according to EU monitoring report figures. 

In parallel with the CO2 emissions regulations, the regulations restricting the emissions of toxic chemicals are also being upgraded on a regular basis. The next European round of these, the Euro VI emission standards, will come into force on 1 September 2014 for the approval of vehicles, and from 1 January 2015 for the registration and sale of new types of cars. In particular, light vehicles equipped with a diesel engine will be required to substantially reduce their emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx). For example, NOx emissions from cars and other vehicles used for transport will be capped at 80mg/km (an additional reduction of more than 50% compared to the Euro V standard). Combined emissions of hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides from diesel vehicles will also be reduced. These will be capped at, for example, 170mg/km for cars and other vehicles used for transport.

The EU is also considering other means to enforce industry changes by influencing consumers. With an aging vehicle fleet and increased annual mileage, the concept of an ‘emissions tax’ still hovers over the EU with up to as many as 11 member states introducing into their taxation systems, elements based on a vehicle’s CO2 emissions and/ or fuel consumption. Current research indicates that using a taxation method can have a significant impact on consumer behaviour and demand. With Europe’s preference for MTs, transmission technology will need to direct the market in order to ensure CO2 reduction continues. OEMs and suppliers recognise this need and most research and development in transmissions does centre around the issue of emissions as noted by Chief Programme Engineer at Ricardo, Jim Hey who went as far as saying that, "While the European market is currently dependent on manual transmission technology, the driver for automation is essentially emissions legislation. We see a future where manual transmission may even be legislated against.”

The United States

The original sales-weighted CAFE standards applied to light vehicles up to 8,500lb (3,856kg) in weight and OEMs that failed to meet the annual standard could be fined up to US$5.50 for every 0.1mpg that the average fuel economy of that year’s production fleet fell short multiplied by the total number of light vehicles sold. OEMs that sold fewer than 60,000 vehicles in the US annually were exempt from the standards. When the standard was relaxed in the mid-1980s, it stood at 27.5mpg for cars and 21.6mpg for ‘light trucks’ (pick-ups, SUVs and MPVs) and the increasing popularity of light trucks, which accounted for around half of the new fleet by 2007, resulted in a combined average or around 25mpg. 

In 2007, President Bush guided a new set of standards into regulation that targeted a light vehicle combined average of around 35mpg by 2020. However, in 2010, President Obama introduced new standards that set the combined average at 34.1mpg by the 2016 model year (the fourth quarter of 2015) and vehicles required to be included in the calculations included those up to 10,000lb (4,536kg).  OEMs remain eligible for CAFE credits through the production of alternative fuel vehicles, including EVs and low-volume OEMs remain exempt. Penalties remain at US$5.50 per 0.1mpg times the number of vehicles sold. There have been several unsuccessful legal and legislative challenges to the right of the EPA and the CARB to be involved in setting the new standards, and the issue remains current at the political level.

In July 2011, President Obama announced new standards that will take effect in 2017 and which set the CAFE standard at 54.5mpg by 2025, with new cars required to average 62mpg and light trucks 44mpg by then. To meet these standards, the fuel economy of cars will have to improve by around 5% per year while light trucks will have to improve 3.5% per year until 2021 and 5% per year beyond then.

Figure 11: US Transportation Sector emissions scenarios



The US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has estimated that the combined average for the 2011 model years will be around 27.3mpg with cars at 30.2mpg and light trucks at 24.1mpg.

In June 2011, CARB proposed to increase its ZEV mandate to require that 5.5% of all new vehicles sold in California, or around 80,000 new vehicles per year, will have to be ZEVs by 2018. The current mandate requires around 25,000 by 2017. CARB also proposed, in November 2011, a set of ‘Advanced Clean Cars’ regulations that specify challenging standards for both greenhouse gas and criterion emissions for 2025. These include:

· A greenhouse gas standard for cars and light trucks, model years 2017-2025, of 166g/mile (104g/km) of CO2 which represents a 47% cut from current levels;

· Reducing smog-forming emissions by an additional 75% from 2016 levels to help meet more stringent federal air quality standards expected in the next few years;

· A ZEV regulation that is designed to rapidly increase ZEV production to early commercial volumes. CARB analysis demonstrates that the ZEV regulation is required to put 1.4 million ZEVs on the road by 2025; and,

· Clean Fuel Outlets regulation designed to address the pending commercialisation of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by requiring the construction of hydrogen fuelling stations, initially within California's major air basins, but ultimately throughout the state.

Since 1959 when California first set standards for CO and HC emissions from gasoline vehicles, the US has progressively introduced more demanding standards regarding toxic emissions, including NOx. California has maintained the right to set its own, usually more stringent standards but in recent years there have been moves to make the standards more uniform across the country. In 2000, the EPA signed emission standards for model year 2007 and in 2001 California adopted virtually the same standards. The regulations included a complex system of phasing in, averaging, banking and trading of emissions. Particle mass (PM) emission standards were introduced in 2007, while NOx and NMHC standards were phased in between 2007 and 2010. 

Figure 12: US targets for future GHG reductions (% reduction from 2005 levels) [Source: Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers ]



Nevertheless, California still maintains its own standards with respect to ‘low emissions’ vehicles (LEV), the categories of which extend to ‘ultra-low’ (ULEV), ‘super-ultra-low’ (SULEV) and ‘zero’ emissions (ZEV). Within the ZEV category, which includes electric vehicles from low-speed ‘neighbourhood’ vehicles to the new, highway-capable models, there are also sub-categories:

· ILEV – Inherently Low-Emission Vehicle

· PZEV – Partial Zero Emission Vehicle

· AT-PZEV – Advanced Technology Partial Zero Emission Vehicle

· NLEV – National Low Emission Vehicle

The PZEV and AT-PZEV ratings are for vehicles which achieve a SULEV rating and also have systems to eliminate evaporative emissions from the fuel system and which have 150,000-mile/15-year warranties on emission-control components. 

If a PZEV has technology that can also be used in ZEVs like an electric motor or high-pressure gaseous fuel tanks for compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), it qualifies as an AT-PZEV. Hybrid electric vehicles can qualify, as can internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles that run on natural gas. These vehicles are called ‘partial’ ZEVs because they receive partial credit in place of ZEVs that automakers would otherwise be required to sell in California.

In June 2011, CARB proposed an increase in its ZEV mandate to require that 5.5% of new vehicles, or around 80,000 per year, sold in California would have to be ZEVs by 2018. The current mandate requires only around 25,000 by 2017.

Japan

Although Japan is faced with the same emissions problems as Europe, it is progressing using a different approach. It too, has made significant improvements to its reduction of CO2 emissions since signing and ratifying the Kyoto Protocol. However, where ACEA targets for reductions were originally set to reach 140g CO2/km by 2008 Japan and South Korea both opted for a 2009/10 deadline, which was believed to be achievable by adopting strategies of weight reduction and vehicle downsizing. Indeed, new fleet average CO2 emissions in Japan then reduced more rapidly than the agreed-upon targets. For example, in 2009 the passenger car fleet average fuel efficiency exceeded Japan’s fiscal year (JFY) 2010 target of 15.1 km/litre. 

Figure 13: US vehicle trends 1975 – 2009, fuel economy, power, weight [Source: US EPA, 4th CTI Symposium and Exhibition Automotive Transmissions and Drive Trains North America, June 2010]



In May 2009, the Japanese Diet passed the “Green” Vehicle Purchasing Promotion Measures providing incentives designed to promote consumer purchases of new, eco-friendly vehicles in the Japanese market place and furthering the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by providing incentives to scrap older, less fuel efficient vehicles, while at the same time providing a stimulus to auto sales which were lagging as a result of the economic recession. These measures went into effect on June 19, 2009, retroactive to April 10, 2009. They applied to all new vehicles meeting specified requirements that were sold until April 2010. The requirements are applied equally to both foreign and domestically produced vehicles and cover the replacement of older vehicles and the purchase of new efficient vehicles.

Japan has also considered offering companies incentives to buy cleaner-energy vehicles. Whether this eventuates or not JAMA has stressed its commitment in a recent Global Commercial Vehicle Industry Meeting comprised of European, US and Japanese auto manufacturers where Chairperson Mr Susumu Hosoi stipulated “The commercial vehicle and engine industry acknowledges the importance of fuel economy assessment and the use of bio-fuels in addressing greenhouse gas emissions.

Figure 14: Average fuel efficiency 2010 and 2015 targets for gasoline vehicles [Source: JAMA]





Emissions Standards and Certification

Although Japan’s OEMs had consistently exceeded fuel economy targets set some years earlier, in 2007 a new set of standards was introduced requiring new vehicle fuel economy to improve 23.5% over the 2004 level by 2015. The standards are set in 16 weight categories with the new fleet average required in the categories ranging from 13.6km/l to 16.8km/l by 2015. The overall average is equivalent to around 39.5mpg (US) by 2015.

The standards also require an improvement of 7.2% over the 2004 level for small buses and 12.6% for small freight trucks.

In Japan, all vehicles on the road must be certified by the government to meet safety and emissions requirements. Manufacturers have the option to undergo additional emissions certification to achieve superior emissions control status known as the four-star system. To obtain four-star status a vehicle must have emissions levels 75% below the 2005 standards. There is also a certification option for low-volume imported vehicles of less than 2,000 vehicles per vehicle type. This certification programme, known as the Preferential Handling Procedure (PHP), was established as an alternative to the standard “Type Approval System” procedures in 1986 at the request of the United States Government to ease the burden on importers of the more comprehensive Japanese Type Approval System. This was part of a programme to facilitate vehicle imports into Japan.

Japan’s comprehensive Type Approval System for emissions is similar to government certification programmes around the world. It includes fuel economy testing and certification as well as emissions testing and certification. Under the PHP system however, manufacturers are not required, and do not receive, certification for fuel efficiency. Since the Green Vehicle Promotion Purchasing Measures are designed as an environmental improvement programme, those manufacturers which do not certify their vehicles either for fuel economy under the Type Approval System or for low emissions under the four-star emission programme are not eligible for the programme.

Actual and targeted CO2 emissions volumes in Japan’s transport sector

Of Japan’s total CO2 emissions, the transportation sector accounts for roughly 20%, of which 90% is from road vehicles, making CO2 reduction in road transport a priority concern. With steadily declining CO2 emissions since 2001, the transport sector’s original target of an annual total of 250 million tons of CO2 emissions by 2010 was revised downward to a more challenging 240-243 million tons. JAMA believes this target is achievable if stakeholders throughout the sector including OEMs, government, fuel suppliers and vehicle users make the efforts required to meet that goal.

In 2005 the Ministry of the Environment-affiliated Central Environment Council’s report entitled Future Policy for Motor Vehicle Exhaust Emissions Reduction recommended that stricter and uniform limit values be applied to gasoline and diesel vehicle emissions alike, beginning with new regulations enforced from 2009.




Table 2: Current passenger vehicle emissions regulations in Japan [Source: JAMA]

		

		Test Cycle

		Emission

		Regulatory value (Ave)



		

Gasoline & LPG passenger vehicles

		

JC08 (g/km) (1)

		CO

		1.15



		

		

		NMHC

		0.05



		

		

		NOx

		0.05



		

		JC08 (g/km)

		PM (2)

		0.005



		

Diesel passenger vehicles

		



JC08 (g/km)

		CO

		0.63



		

		

		NMHC

		0.024



		

		

		NOx

		0.08



		

		

		PM

		0.005





 (1) All vehicles weighing 3.5t or less are regulated as follows: Beginning in 2008, on the basis of (values measured in cold-start state in JC08 test cycle) x 0.25 + (values measured in 10 15 test cycle) x 0.75; and beginning in 2011, on the basis of (values measured in cold-start state in JC08 test cycle) x 0.25 + (values measured in warm-start state in JC08 test cycle) x 0.75. 

(2) PM values apply only to direct-injection, lean-burn vehicles equipped with absorption-type NOx reduction catalysts.

China

In 2004, China introduced fuel economy standards for light passenger vehicles that became effective from July 2005 for new models and from July 2006 for continuing models. The standards applied to vehicles up to 3,500kg (7,716lb) and with no more than nine seats. The standards were then reduced 10% for new models from January 2008 and for continuing models from January 2009. A third phase of reductions is planned from 2012 although details of the reduction required have not been specified.

China’s standards are also set in 16 weight categories but differ from Japan’s in that those for vehicles of less than 1,900kg (4,189lb) curb weight are less stringent while those for vehicles heavier than 1,900kg are more so. The standards do not distinguish between gasoline and diesel but vehicles are classified is being of ‘normal structure’ or ‘special structure’ with the standards for special structure vehicles 6% less stringent than those for normal structure vehicles within the same weight class. Normal structure vehicles are those with fewer than three rows of seats and a manual transmission while special structure vehicles are those with more than three rows of seats or an automatic transmission. 

China adopted the China 4 standard, which is based on the Euro 4 standard for toxic emissions, in July 2010.

Australia, Canada, Taiwan and South Korea have also set fuel economy or CO2 emissions standards although Taiwan is following the US standards.

Although differing test cycle protocols are used to estimate fuel economy in different jurisdictions, the figure below provides something of a comparison between the main players in terms of light vehicle production globally.

Figure 15: Fuel economy standards to 2015 for selected countries (US mpg) [Source: Various]



A significant proportion of consumers in Europe, Japan and South Korea have, for many years, demonstrated a strong interest in fuel economy and those in the emerging markets, out of even greater necessity have followed suit, there has been little evidence until recently that US consumers share this concern. 

Prior to 2004 when fuel prices exceeded US$2.00, fuel-efficient models did not sell well in the US. In 2003, Eron Shosteck, a spokesman for the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, claimed that US OEMs produced more than 30 models that were rated at 30mpg or better but that they were poor sellers. In 2004, a GM retiree, Charles Amann, said that statistically, consumers choose the stronger-performing vehicles when offered a choice of engines.

However, as fuel prices spiked in 2006, Consumer Reports conducted a survey that found that fuel economy was then the most important consideration for consumers considering the purchase of a new vehicle. In 2007, the Pew Charitable Trust found that nearly nine out of ten US consumers favoured stricter CAFÉ standards. That year, the Toyota Prius hybrid outsold the top-selling SUV, the Ford Explorer that was rated at 17mpg and GM vice chairman, Bob Lutz, was quoted as saying that gasoline-electric hybrids were the “ideal solution”.

However, consumers appear to have adjusted to the generally higher price of fuel and noticeable shifts towards more fuel-efficient vehicle have occurred only when prices have spiked, typically when they increase to around US$4.00 per gallon. Sherif Marakby, hybrid chief engineer at Ford, said that, “The fuel prices tend to affect demand [for hybrids] more. When fuel prices were peaking in 2008, you couldn’t buy a hybrid and waiting lists were out a year. Then fuel prices dropped to half and they were available.”

Figure 16: World emissions standards timetable, 2005 – 2015 [Source IHS, International CTI Symposium North America 2012]

 

Nevertheless, in mid-2011, with fuel prices spiking again, an AutoPacific survey found that only 21% of US consumers were considering a hybrid or compact car whereas a similar survey found that 34% were considering those more fuel-efficient options at the time of the 2008 spike. A further analysis of the survey data suggest that those who were considering a hybrid or compact were doing so more because of road performance or increased content rather than fuel economy.

Criterion emissions

Toxic exhaust and fuel system emissions from vehicles have been associated with a range of health problems, including serious respiratory illnesses and cancer. The problem is worse in congested urban environments to the degree that the US EPA has estimated that emissions from road transportation account for as much as half of all cancers attributed to outdoor sources of airborne toxic substances. In Europe, it has been estimated that as many as 300,000 die prematurely each year as a result of atmospheric pollution, much of which results from transport emissions. To date, the regulations in these and other jurisdictions cover carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate mass (PM) and, in the US, formaldehyde (HCHO). 

California developed the world’s first emissions standards in 1959 and the US federal government followed suit in 1970 with the Clean Air Act. Japan introduced regulations in 1966 and the first European countries and South Korea did so during the 1970s. Most other countries did not introduce criterion emissions regulations until the 1990s.

Light-duty vehicles

Craig Balis, vice president of passenger vehicle product development at Honeywell Turbo Technologies said, “Turbocharging is a key enabler for future Euro 6 and US Tier2 5/2 emissions requirements. It is recognised as a key priority for improving the fuel economy of both diesel and gasoline engines.”

The United States

California’s first standards set limits for CO and HC emissions from gasoline engines and the 1970 Clean Air Act launched non-mandatory inspection and maintenance programmes that were first adopted by New Jersey in 1974. However, there was considerable variability between states for many years, and in 1992 the EPA set minimum procedural and administrative standards that were amended further in 1990 and 1992. In 2000, the EPA set standards for model year 2007 vehicles that included a complex system of phasing in, averaging, banking and trading of emissions. Those standards included PM for the first time, and NOx and NMHC standards were phased in between 2007 and 2010. Diesel engines were also included and are required to meet Supplemental Emissions Test (SET) and Not-To-Exceed (NTE) limits of 1.5 times the basic standards.

US light vehicle standards apply to all new light-duty vehicles including medium-duty passenger vehicles up to 10,000lbs (4,536kg) and light-duty ‘trucks’, which includes pick-ups, minivans and SUVs up to 8,500lb (3,856kg). The standards include a set of eight ‘Bins’ in which the allowable limits vary from no toxic emissions at all in Bin 1 through to the most relaxed standards in Bin 8. Each OEM must balance the production of Bin 5 to 8 standard vehicles with those that comply with the standards in Bins 1 to 4. Credits for NOx can be held over from previous years or traded with other OEMs and the standards apply to new vehicles for five years or 50,000 miles (80,000km), whichever occurs first. 

Table 3: US emissions standards for light-duty vehicles, to five years/50,000 miles (g/mile) [Source: DieselNet]

		

		CO

		NMHC

		NOx

		PM

		HCHO



		Bin 1

		0.0

		0.000

		0.00

		0.00

		0.000



		Bin 2

		2.1

		0.010

		0.02

		0.01

		0.004



		Bin 3

		2.1

		0.055

		0.03

		0.01

		0.011



		Bin 4

		2.1

		0.070

		0.04

		0.01

		0.011



		Bin 5

		3.4

		0.075

		0.05

		0.01

		0.015



		Bin 6

		3.4

		0.075

		0.08

		0.01

		0.015



		Bin 7

		3.4

		0.075

		0.11

		0.02

		0.015



		Bin 8

		3.4

		0.100

		0.14

		0.02

		0.015





In November 2011, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) announced a target of reducing smog-forming emissions by a further 75% between 2016 and 2025. HC and NOx emissions can react in sunlight or warm conditions to form ozone, which is a primary component of smog.

Japan

Japan introduced standards for CO emissions from ‘ordinary-sized’ and ‘small-sized’ gasoline vehicles in 1966. These were followed in 1976 by the Motor Vehicle Exhaust Emission Regulations, which set standards for CO, HC and NOx for gasoline, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and diesel vehicles.

New emissions limits were set in 1989 with short-term and long-term targets were set, in 1993 new NOx limits were set and in 1997 new standards were set for implementation in 2002. In 2005, more stringent limits were introduced for HC, NOx and PM and a further reduction in the PM limit was set in 2009. In the table below, the PM limits for gasoline and LPG vehicles apply only to lean-burn, directed-injected vehicles with NOx adsorber catalysts.

Table 4: Japan emissions limits for light gasoline & LPG vehicles (g/km) [Source: Japan Department of the Environment]

		

		CO

		NMHC

		NOx

		PM*



		Passenger < 3,500kg

		1.15

		0.05

		0.05

		0.005



		Commercial < 1,700kg

		1.15

		0.05

		0.05

		0.005



		Commercial 1,700 – 3,500kg

		2.55

		0.05

		0.07

		0.005





Table 5: Japan emissions limits for light diesel vehicles (g/km) [Source: Japan Department of the Environment]

		

		CO

		NMHC

		Nox

		PM



		Passenger < 1,250kg

		0.63

		0.024

		0.14

		0.013



		Passenger 1,250kg – 3,500kg

		0.63

		0.024

		0.15

		0.014



		Commercial < 1,700kg

		0.63

		0.024

		0.14

		0.013



		Commercial 1,700 – 3,500kg

		0.63

		0.024

		0.25

		0.015





Europe

Various countries in Western Europe began to adopt emissions regulations from the mid-1970s, and in 1984 the European Commission (EC) began to introduce standards. In 1988, an agreement to halve exhaust emissions by the early 1990s was reached among eight of the governments, although France later reversed its decision. In 1989, the EC adopted a directive on emissions for vehicles with engines smaller than 1.4 litres.   

Table 6: Euro 5 emissions limits for light gasoline vehicles (g/km)[ Source: DieselNet]

		

		Standard

		Date

		CO

		HC

		Nox

		PM



		Cars

		Euro 5

		Sep 2009

		1.00

		0.10

		0.060

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2014

		1.00

		0.10

		0.060

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles less than or equal to 1,305kg

		Euro 5

		Sep 2009

		1.00

		0.10

		0.060

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2014

		1.00

		0.10

		0.060

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles from 1,305kg to 1,760kg

		Euro 5

		Sep 2010

		1.81

		0.13

		0.075

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2015

		1.81

		0.13

		0.075

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles over 1,760kg

		Euro 5

		Sep 2010

		2.27

		0.16

		0.082

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2015

		2.27 

		0.16

		0.082

		0.005





The first of the current EU emission standards, Euro 1, was introduced in 1991, followed by Euro 2 in 1996. In 1999, there was an amendment that introduced emission limits and test cycles for compression ignition engines and spark-ignition engines fuelled with natural gas or LPG used in heavy-duty vehicles in the EU. Euro 3 was introduced in 2000 and Euro 4 in 2005, setting increasingly stringent limits for toxic emissions. Euro 5 was introduced in September 2009 and Euro 6 is scheduled for 2014/15 and essentially lowers emissions limits for HC and Nox for diesel light vehicles only. The standards apply to new type approvals from the year of introduction and for previously type-approved vehicles one year later.

Table 7: Euro 5 emissions limits for light diesel vehicles (g/km) [Source: DieselNet]

		

		Standard

		Date

		CO

		HC+NOx

		NOx

		PM*



		Cars

		Euro 5

		Sep 2009

		0.50

		0.230

		0.180

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2014

		0.50

		0.170

		0.080

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles less than or equal to 1,305kg

		Euro 5            

		Sep 2009

		0.50

		0.230

		0.180

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2014

		0.50

		0.170

		0.080

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles from 1,305kg to 1,760kg

		Euro 5

		Sep 2010

		0.63

		0.295

		0.235

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2015

		0.63

		0.195

		0.105

		0.005



		Light commercial vehicles over 1,760kg

		Euro 5

		Sep 2010

		0.74

		0.350

		0.280

		0.005



		

		Euro 6

		Sep 2015

		0.74

		0.215

		0.125

		0.005





China

China’s first regulations became effective in the 1990s, but standards equivalent to Euro 1 were introduced nationally in 2000, Euro 2 in 2004, Euro 3 in 2007 and Euro 4 in 2011. However, the large metropolitan areas of Beijing, Guangzhou and Shanghai have adopted more stringent regulations on an accelerated schedule with Beijing taking the lead by adopting Euro 4 in 2008 and scheduling the adoption of Euro 5 in 2012. Standards for light commercial diesel vehicles were introduced in July 2011.

Other countries

Eastern and Central European countries have had to accelerate their standards to harmonise with EU regulations, as they have joined the EU, and Russia adopted Euro 1 in 1999, Euro 2 in 2006 and Euro 3 from January 2008. Switzerland is also moving to harmonise with the EU. 

In North America, Canada first set standards in 1971 and aligned them with the US federal standards from 1988. Mexico has also tended to adopt standards based on US standards although compliance can be certified with either US or EU standards.

In South America, Argentina, Brazil and Chile, emission standards have been in place since the early 1990s and tend to follow the EU standards, although some US standards are also implemented.

India has had emissions regulations since 1989 that were tightened during the 1990s and in 2000 it began adopting EU emissions and fuel regulations. Euro 2 was adopted nationwide in 2005 but Euro 3 applied in the National Capital Region around Delhi and in nine other major cities.

Figure 17 Emissions standards timetable in selected countries, 2001 – 2010 [Source: Implats]



In 1977, South Korea enacted regulations that took effect from 1980 that affected vehicles that were already in use as well as new vehicles. From 1985, all new gasoline and LPG vehicles were required to have catalytic converters and unleaded fuel became mandatory in 1987. In 1993, new emissions regulations were introduced along with fuel quality standards.

Australia introduced standards based on Euro 1 from 1995, implemented Euro 2 between 2002 and 2004 and it phased in Euro 4 during 2008/09. 






Figure 18: NOx limits in the EU, Japan and the US, 1995 – 2010 (g/kWh) 



Figure 19: PM limits in the EU, Japan and the US, 1995 – 2010 (g/kWh) 



Medium- and heavy-duty vehicles

As with light-duty vehicles, since heavy commercial vehicle emissions standards were first introduced in the three vanguard jurisdictions, the allowable limits for emissions from new engines have steadily been reduced. 

In the Californian and federal US standards, the limits for CO and HC remained unchanged while those for NOx and PM were steadily reduced through to 2004, when the limits for all four were reduced and more stringent standards were phased in between 2007 and 2010.

The first heavy-duty emissions standards that were introduced in the EU in 1992 were voluntary and only for urban buses. Since then, the allowable limits have been steadily reduced. A smoke opacity test was introduced with Euro 3 and ammonia and particle number limits will be introduced with Euro 6 in 2013.

Japan’s heavy-duty emissions standards were quite relaxed through the 1990s, although in 1992 the Ministry of the Environment adopted regulations aimed at reducing NOx pollution from the oldest and most polluting in-use vehicles in certain geographical areas. The regulation was amended in 2001 to include PM limits, and in 2005 Japan introduced more stringent standards that were essentially aligned between those in the US and the EU.

Figure 20 The effects of downsizing on fuel consumption [Source: Ricardo]



Consequently, in all three jurisdictions, NOx and PM, which are the emissions of greatest concern from diesel engines, have reduced dramatically, as is illustrated in the two graphs below. It must be noted, however, that the test cycles used are different and the comparisons are indicative only.

According to Hans-Peter Schmalzl, vice president, Technology at BorgWarner Turbo Systems:  “Regulated two-stage turbocharging can now provide commercial vehicles with a technology that meets the highest power requirements and complies with future emissions standards.” BorgWarner Turbo Systems believes that R2S turbo systems improve boost pressure, engine responsiveness, acceleration and torque as well as increasing the rated engine output compared with conventional systems. BorgWarner has been so successful with this technology that it has it available for a vast variety of applications from the smaller passenger cars such as the BMW 1-Series through to medium and heavy truck applications. As the claimed market leaders for two-stage systems, the company is already achieving high penetration and firmly believes that customers prefer the technology. “Customers are choosing more and more two-stage options, because the idle system combining low torque and transient behaviour means no turbo lag at all with high performance, and with the high power density you can achieve you can downsize the engine and minimise fuel consumption,” says Günter Krämer, Manager Global Marketing, BorgWarner Turbo Systems.

Engine downsizing

The use of a turbocharger or supercharger can typically enable engine downsizing to around 70% of the capacity of a normally aspirated one with the same power output, while providing an increase in fuel economy of around 25%. This has enabled several manufacturers of large luxury vehicles to OEMs to replace V8 engines with V6 or I6 engines, or V6 engines with I4 engine, while retaining similar performance characteristics. Ford’s EcoBoost engines, for example, have enabled the use of a turbocharged, 3.5-litre V6 in the popular F-150 pick-up that develops more power and torque than the 5.0-litre, normally aspirated V8 model, and a 2.0-litre, four-cylinder unit in the Explorer SUV in place of the previous V6. Ford claims a 30% improvement in fuel economy in the latter example.

Table 8: Comparison between downsized turbocharged diesel and non-turbocharges gasoline (Volvo) and turbocharged gasoline and non-turbocharged gasoline (Opel) performance [Source: IHS, Honeywell]



 Although smaller vehicles typically have tighter development budgets and smaller profit margins, considerable research and development has been directed at developing turbochargers for smaller engines. However, small turbochargers tend to be less efficient, as do small engines, particularly those with cylinder capacity of less than 250cc although the increase in small-capacity, three-cylinder engines addresses this to some degree.

Nevertheless, there is a strong trend developing in the smaller engine segments with, for example, Renault adopting the 1.4-litre Nissan turbocharged unit in place of the 2.0-litre unit previously used on the Mégane. The smaller engine, with turbocharging, produces the same power and torque as the 2.0-litre normally aspirated unit but with a CO2 emissions reduction of 16%. In a similar move, GM is offering the turbocharged 1.4-litre Ecotec engine on the Cruze as an alternative to a larger and less economical, normally aspirated engine.

Development chief for Mercedes-Benz, Thomas Weber, said that he expects to see a continuing trend towards smaller engines in future. “We will strongly force the trend in downsizing … the first step is definitely small four-cylinder engines with turbochargers, but why not also then move on to a turbocharged three-cylinder engine? We are increasingly willing to consider such solutions.” Weber has reiterated the fact that Daimler intends to reduce engine cylinder size and use turbocharging to boost performance. In addition to this it sees a future for the A- and B-Class model powertrains to be used in the C-Class. 

Table 9: Performance evolution through downsizing and turbocharging for the Volkswagen Golf [Source: IHS, Honeywell]



However, there are some limitations when considering the concept of downsizing.

These can be characterised as the following:

· Low end, starting and transient torque;

· Compression ratio (knock) and high exhaust temperatures; and

· Customer acceptance and cost.

The thermal resistance of the turbocharger and after-treatment devices can sometimes be problematic, as can engine wear and the mechanical resistance caused by an increase in brake mean effective pressure (BMEP). Engines can also become significantly more prone to pre-ignition.

 “The key challenge for both turbocharged diesel and turbocharged gasoline engines”, said Craig Balis of Honeywell Turbo Technologies, ”will be improved transient response. This is driven by the combination of smaller engines in heavier vehicles and longer transmission gear ratios for improved fuel economy. Diesel engines also will be challenged by emissions, as smaller engines will need to run at higher load conditions.”

Over the next 10 years, it is estimated that turbocharging will lead to average engine displacement in the US reducing from 3.6l to 2.9l as OEMs move from V8 and V6 engine blocks to 4 cylinders (Figure 21). 

In Europe, which has a relatively mature turbocharger market, 4 cylinders will remain the architecture of choice, but with increasingly sophisticated technologies enabling engine displacement to reduce from an average 1.8l to 1.4l or smaller. 

China, where the use of turbocharger technology is less developed there is likely to be a reduction engines sizes from 1.8l to 1.6l, and by 2015, close to 50% of all turbocharged engines will be 1.7l or smaller, compared to 40% in 2010.

Figure 21: Regional turbocharger penetration [Source: IHS, Honeywell]



Market dynamics and forecasts

Light-duty engines

The turbocharging market sector continues to exhibit one of the highest rates of growth in the automotive components industry as a whole. 

Figure 22 Global light-duty engine production forecast by aspiration type, 2011 – 2016 [Source: IHS Automotive]







Europe is ahead of the rest of the world in terms of downsizing and turbo-/supercharging but other regions have to catch up within the next years. However, Europe will stay the largest market for turbochargers, while in Japan, the share of forced-induction engines remains comparatively small. 

The biggest growth markets in terms of turbocharger demand volumes are China and North America. Sustained policy action on CO2 reduction beyond 2015 narrows the gap between the US and Europe overall fleet fuel efficiency – between 2015 and 2020 the propulsion-related OEM strategies are likely to become become truly global.

Figure 23: Global light vehicle twin scroll turbocharger fitment 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Turbocharged diesel engines continue to be a Europe-specific technology solution for passenger cars and it is likely that the rest of the world will concentrate on gasoline engines with forced induction. However, due to the high exhaust after-treatment costs for meeting Euro 6 and Euro 7 emission standards with diesel engines, even in Europe turbocharged gasoline engines will take market share from diesels. 



Looking as far as 2017, IHS forecasts the highest market growth for turbo- or supercharged engines in the 1.1L to 2.0L displacement range. Compared to 2011, global production of forced induction engines of this size is expected to almost double to 26 million units.

Twin-scroll turbochargers are expected to take market share from conventional twin-turbo solutions as they offer the considerable benefits of the quicker reaction times of smaller turbine wheels with the higher flow rate of bigger-diameter chargers 

Superchargers are likely to remain a niche application due to overall system cost but they are expected to maintain market share. Supercharger technology makes sense for small engines because they avoid turbo lag in these applications. 

Figure 25: Global supercharger and turbocharger supplier market shares [Source: IHS Automotive]



Combined turbocharging and supercharging will remain a Volkswagen speciality, albeit this costly solution will increasingly be used in the 2.0L displacement range in the future, while the smaller 1.4L engines partly turn back to turbocharging-only.

Figure 24 Global light vehicle forced induction and naturally aspirated penetration 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Variable-nozzle turbochargers, which are the standard technology for diesel engines, is destined to remain a niche application for gasoline engines because of relatively high cost and complexity, and the latest turbocharger technology trend includes electric variable-nozzle actuators instead of the current pneumatic/vacuum actuation in order to enhance control precision.

In terms of suppliers, Honeywell’s Garrett leads the global forced induction market for light vehicle applications with around 32% market share, followed by BorgWarner with a 29% share, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) with 13% and Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI) with a 13% share. 

In Europe, the biggest global market, Honeywell also dominates the turbocharger market with a 37% share, followed by BorgWarner with 33% and the two Japanese players, Mitsubishi and IHI with 17% and 11%, respectively. However, two important new players have entered the turbocharger market in Bosch-Mahle and Continental, and IHS forecasts a 6-7% global market share for these two suppliers by 2017.

Eaton remains the world's only mainstream original equipment manufacturer of superchargers for Light Vehicles, although Valeo is now entering production with electric superchargers. 

A further important trend is the move to twin scroll turbochargers as illustrated in Figure 23.

Forecasts overall indicate that the sector will continue to grow with light-duty engine turbocharger and supercharger production forecast to increase 1.5%% from 2012 to 2013 before returning to faster growth of 5.8%, 6.4% and 4.5% from 2013 to 2016.

Superchargers and turbochargers will grow to over 40% of light vehicle engine production by 2017, and correspondingly normally aspirated engines will lose market share from around 70% to below 60% during the same period.

In global terms market shares are dominated (87%) by four suppliers as illustrated in Figure 25

Europe

Europe leads the way in light vehicle turbochargers in terms of both production volume and market penetration, in part because of the high proportion of light diesel-powered vehicles on which turbocharging has been almost standard practice for many years. The region also produces the widest range of light-duty turbocharger types from simple, non-intercooled models through a range of turbo-compounding and variable-geometry types. 

In 2011, more than 60% of light vehicle engines manufactured in the region were equipped with forced induction of some type. Normally aspirated engines accounted for less than 40%% of production. This proportion is forecast to diverge such that by 2017 more than 70% of engine production will feature forced induction (Figure 26).



Figure 26 European light vehicle forced induction and naturally aspirated penetration 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



However, variable-geometry turbochargers are forecast to lose market share to around 27% by 2017 but still account for around 7.3 million units while intercooled, single turbochargers are forecast to increase share substantially from 26% to around 42% with 11.3 million units produced in 2017. With turbocharged light vehicles accounting for around three-quarters of the market by 2017, normally aspirated engines are forecast to lose production share to around 22% by 2015 and remain at that level to 2017 with 5.8 million units manufactured that year.

Figure 27: European supercharger/ turbocharger fitment by type, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Intercooled superchargers (there have been no non-intercooled ones) plus turbocharger/ supercharger combinations accounted for around 1.6% (33,800 units) of European light engine production in 2011 and are forecast to increase share to 2.9% (70,000 units) by 2016.

On the other hand variable geometry turbochargers are forecast to reduce penetration from 35.3% of the engine build (7.2 million units) in 2011 to just over 30% of the build in 2016 (6.9 million units) reflecting a diversification in forced induction technology including two-stage units, which grow in penetration from 2.9% to 4.2% in the same period.

Figure 28 European supercharger and turbocharger supplier market shares [Source: IHS Automotive]



 “I guess the good thing for turbocharger manufacturers is that the market is growing everywhere, which is really good. I guess the largest market is still and will be Europe. It was mainly driven by the diesel penetration increase in the past few years, which will further increase slightly, we all know that, the diesel share will level out somehow maybe a little higher, 50% maybe,” said Günter Krämer, manager of global marketing at BorgWarner Turbo Systems. “We’ve seen a lot of gasoline turbocharging recently which is being driven by the CO2 requirements in Europe, so there is likely to be major growth there.”

North America

Light duty turbocharger production in North America remained relatively low in 2011 with just over 10% of vehicles using forced induction of some type. However, but growth is forecast to be significant with around 35% of light vehicle engines (Figure 29) having forced induction by 2017 because of increasing CAFE standards and a shift towards more economical vehicles in response to increased fuel prices. The vast majority of these will be turbocharged, but there is some supercharging (Figure 30). By 2017, market penetration of turbochargers is forecast to cause a decline in both the production volume and share of naturally aspirated engines from nearly 90% in 2011 around 65% in 2017.

Figure 29: North American induction and naturally aspirated penetration, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Intercooled, single and twin turbochargers are expected to dominate turbocharger production and increase light vehicle engine share from 6.8% (800,000 units) to 20.2% (3.1 million) by 2016. Non-intercooled turbochargers are forecast to make an appearance from 2015 while variable-geometry turbochargers, which accounted for only 0.08% (9,300 units) of production in 2011, are forecast to lose and share during the period to 0.06% and grow in volume to 9,700 units.

Figure 30: North American supercharger/ turbocharger fitment by type, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Craig Balis, vice president of passenger vehicle product development at Honeywell Turbo Technologies said,  “We expect turbocharging penetration (in North America) to increase from its 6% to around 16% by 2013, splitting about 50:50 between turbocharged diesel engines and turbocharged gasoline engines.  Although high diesel fuel prices are putting pressure on diesel penetration, we still believe that ‘dieselisation’ will be a key strategy to meet CAFE standards.” 

When asked about predictions for the turbocharging market in North America, Günter Krämer, manager global marketing at BorgWarner Turbo Systems said, “We expect to see some increase in diesel penetration in the US.  That’s based on the programmes we know that are heading for North America. I guess its promising and there are a lot of other OEMs and also suppliers who predict a take-off of diesel in the US. It’s usually interesting to see when we have a chance to show modern European diesel engines or diesel cars to US colleagues or analysts or customers, that they are just amazed and often raise the question ‘why can’t we buy these types of cars in the US?’ I guess when you have the product available it will somehow be a success and you just have to look into Volkswagen’s diesel shares when they offered the diesel or the current diesel share of Mercedes cars in the US. It’s amazing to see that they are all at about 15% diesel share already without a major push in promoting that. So, increasing the availability of product choices in the US for diesel might see an in-road for them.”

Figure 31 North American supercharger and turbocharger supplier market shares [Source: IHS Automotive]



North American turbocharger and supercharger supply is dominated by BorgWarner (44%) and Honeywell (40%) (Figure 31)

Japan

Turbocharger penetration in light vehicle engine production in Japan has been relatively low, largely because of the predominance of small vehicles with good fuel economy. However, it is forecast to increase from 12% in 2011 to exceed 21% by 2017. Not unlike the situation in Europe, Japanese OEMs offer a wide range of turbocharger types dominated by intercooled, single turbochargers which accounted for nearly 6% of production in 2011 and which are expected to gain share to 15.5% by 2017.

Figure 32: Japan supercharger/ turbocharger induction and naturally aspirated penetration, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Figure 33: Japan supercharger/ turbocharger fitment by type, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]



Superchargers are also forecast to gain production share from a mere 0.2% to nearer 3% in 2017. Meanwhile, normally aspirated engines, which account for 87% in 2011, increased share slightly in 2012 to close to 90% but lose ground to 77% by 2017.

Figure 34 Japan supercharger and turbocharger supplier market shares [Source: IHS Automotive]



Greater China

Nearly 17% of the light vehicle engines produced in 2011 were expected to be equipped with turbochargers of which 15.2% will be intercooled, single turbochargers. These numbers are forecast to increase to over 30% of light engine production by 2017 with 26.6% expected to be intercooled, single turbochargers. 

Figure 35: China supercharger/ turbocharger induction and naturally aspirated penetration, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive] 



Overall turbochargers and superchargers are expected in to increase in fitment from around 3 million in 2011 to over 9 million in 2017.

Figure 36 China supercharger and turbocharger supplier market shares [Source: IHS Automotive]



Figure 37: China supercharger/ turbocharger fitment by type, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]





Technologies

The development of turbochargers for commercial diesel applications has required a much stronger emphasis on engine responsiveness and fuel economy. A wide range of turbochargers now serve virtually every engine in the commercial vehicle arena and single-stage turbochargers can cover engine power requirements from 135hp (100kW) through to and sometimes exceeding 1,500hp (1100kW) with, for example, Garrett® GT turbochargers, that are capable of supporting engine ratings as high as 4000hp (3000kW).

Figure 38: Global supercharger/ turbocharger fitment by type, 2011 – 2017 [Source: IHS Automotive]





Many commercial vehicle engine manufacturers have had to adapt new series engines to develop a much higher level of torque at the point of ignition or take-off, while at the same time ensuring a sufficient level of power for optimum fuel economy during high speed drive conditions. In the same way, it is now apparent that the limitations of single-stage turbocharging have been reached. BorgWarner believes that turbocharger developers face a much tougher challenge in attempting to reduce the size of a turbine and compressor to achieve a high boost pressure at low engine speed while also housing a large turbocharger to achieve a rise in the rated power of an engine. The quest for this balance has resulted in BorgWarner’s Regulated Two-stage Turbocharging System (R2S), which utilises two turbochargers of differing size, the first a large low-pressure unit and the second a smaller, high-pressure unit.  Having both turbochargers active prevents boost pressure drop and enables continuous control.

Compressors

Conventional turbocharger compressors are designed to force air into the engine cylinder in order to increase engine efficiency and power density. However, in general most compressors are limited to a range of airflow rates, which can drop below a minimum level creating ‘surge’, which ultimately stalls the compressor.  While vane technology has helped to alleviate this problem, it is expensive, complex and can create pressure losses.

Some companies, such as Integral Powertrain (IP), have developed more efficient compressors designed to operate across a much wider range of mass flow rates. The company’s ‘pre-whirl generator’ system uses guide vanes in the gas inlet and two coaxial air paths managed by a valve mechanism that helps the division of incoming air. IP believes that by adding a precise amount of rotation, the system extends the range of efficient operating flow rates by as much as 20%, making it ideal for the new generation of high-output diesel engines.

Compressors function in the opposite manner to turbines and consist of three main components; a compressor wheel (impeller), diffuser and housing, with the compressor wheel driven via a connecting shaft by the turbine. Air is drawn in axially and compressed by the high velocity rotation of the impeller blades. The air then passes through the diffuser, resulting in a high-pressure, low-velocity stream with temperatures as high as 200°C, which is then expelled radially.  

Reciprocating compressors

Reciprocating compressors are positive displacement units and increase the pressure of the air by volume reduction within a cylinder. Reducing or bypassing the air inlet capacity can control flow rate. 

Screw compressors

In a rotary screw compressor, air enters the compressor and is trapped between matching rotors and compressed. Perhaps the most popular type of rotary screw compressor is the oil-flooded type.

The twin-screw type supercharger or twin-screw blower is a positive displacement type device that operates by pushing air through a pair of meshing close-tolerance screws similar to a set of worm gears (Figure 39).

Twin-screw superchargers are also known as Lysholm superchargers (or compressors) after its inventor Alf Lysholm.




Figure 39 close tolerance screws from a twin-screw supercharger [Source: GSIP]





The rotary screw compressor has low leakage levels and low parasitic losses when compared to roots-type units. The supercharger is typically driven directly from the engine's crankshaft via a belt or gear drive. Unlike the Roots type supercharger (Figure 40), the twin-screw exhibits internal compression or the ability of the device to compress air "within" the housing as it is moved through the device instead of relying upon resistance to flow downstream of the discharge to establish an increase of pressure.

Figure 40 An Eaton roots-type supercharger with integrated bypass [Source: Eaton]



The requirement of high-precision computer-controlled manufacturing techniques makes the screw type supercharger a more expensive alternative to other forms of available forced induction. With later technology, manufacturing cost has been lowered while performance increased.

Centrifugal compressors

The most common type of compressor is the centrifugal type, which tends to rotate at a higher speed than other compressors because of its uninterrupted flow characteristics and is well suited to high-capacity applications.

A compressor map provided by BorgWarner (Figure 41) illustrates the relationship between pressure ratio and volume or mass flow rate and how the performance characteristics, such as boost pressure and efficiency, of a centrifugal compressor can be estimated. The surge and choke lines, and the maximum permissible compressor speed limit the useable section of the map.

Figure 41 Compressor map of a turbocharger for passenger car applications [Source: BorgWarner]



Surge line

The surge line on the left-hand side of the map represents the point at which the air flow ‘stalls’ at the compressor inlet. With volume flow too small and pressure ratio too high, the flow can no longer adhere to the suction side of the blades so that discharge process is interrupted. Therefore, the airflow through the compressor is reversed until a stable pressure ratio with positive volume flow rate is reached, when the pressure builds up again and the cycle repeats. This flow instability continues at a fixed frequency and the resultant noise is known as ‘surging’.

Choke line

The maximum centrifugal compressor volume flow rate is normally limited by the cross-section at the compressor inlet. When the flow at the wheel inlet reaches sonic velocity, no further flow rate increase is possible. The choke line can be recognised by the steeply descending speed lines on the right-hand side of the map.

Bearing systems

Turbocharger turbine wheel assemblies have been known to rotate at speeds up to 300,000 rpm, placing high demands on bearing assemblies in terms of shaft stabilisation and balance. At the same time, they must be constructed in a compact package without adversely affecting the lubricating and thrust load handling capabilities of the bearing system.

BorgWarner believes that only sleeve bearings specially designed for turbochargers can meet the high requirements for optimum performance at a reasonable cost. The company explains that in a sleeve bearing, the shaft turns without friction on an oil film in the bearing bushing. The bearing system is designed so that brass floating bushings, rotating at about half shaft speed, are situated between the stationary centre housing and the rotating shaft, so that there is no metal contact between shaft and bearings at any of the operating points. Besides the lubricating function, the oil film in the bearing clearances also has a damping function, which contributes to the stability of the shaft and turbine wheel assembly. To achieve these characteristics, the hydrodynamic load-carrying capacity and the bearing damping characteristics are optimised by the clearances, which are typically only a few hundredths of a millimetre. The lubricating oil thickness for the inner clearances is selected with respect to the bearing strength, while the outer clearances are designed with regard to the bearing damping because the outer sleeve does not rotate. 

However, with the increasing performance requirements required of turbochargers, the floating metal bush bearing is known to lack durability and create a slower turbocharger response because of the high frictional forces that can occur under extreme operating conditions. Consequently, some manufacturers prefer high-strength ball bearings, which are more durable, require less lubrication, exhibit lower frictional torque and can therefore allow faster response, at either side of the turbocharger main shaft. In addition, the ball bearing system provides excellent damping and control over shaft motion. Nissan first developed the use of ball bearings on the GTR Skyline some years ago.

In October 2010, Honeywell launched the first mainstream diesel passenger car ball-bearing turbocharger on the 2011 Mercedes-Benz S 350 BlueTec. Mercedes-Benz claimed that the new 3.0-litre, turbocharged V6 provides a fuel economy increase of 11% with a power increase of 10% and a torque output increase of 15% over the previous engine.

Micro turbocharging

As turbocharging makes inroads into smaller vehicle segments and even small engines are downsized in conjunction with a turbocharger, there is a growing need for small, ‘micro’ turbochargers for two- and three-cylinder engines. A notable example of this trend is Fiat Powertrain Technology’s MultiAir, 0.875-litre, twin-cylinder, gasoline engine that features electro-mechanical valve actuation and turbocharging. Fiat claims that the MultiAir engine develops similar power output to a 1.4-litre, 16-valve, four-cylinder engine but is lighter and delivers 30% better fuel economy. Fiat has expanded the applications of the MultiAir technology to other engines including a 1.4-litre, four-cylinder unit.

Figure 42 Fiat two-cylinder MultiAir engine [Source: Fiat]



IHI claimed to have developed the world’s smallest turbocharger for passenger cars. It is 20% smaller than conventional models and was developed for use on certain Daihatsu mini-cars. Changan has developed 0.8-litre and 1.0-litre turbocharged engines and, in collaboration with Honeywell, announced the successful development of a micro-turbocharged engine in September 2010. The companies claimed that the new turbocharger technology enables a 15% reduction in fuel consumption while boosting output by as much as 30%.

Waste-gated turbochargers

For engines that need enhanced low speed responsiveness, such as construction equipment and some other heavy-duty applications, waste-gated (turbine bypass) turbochargers have provided the answer. The waste-gate bypasses exhaust gas around the turbine using a valve in the turbine inlet controlled by compressor outlet pressure. This serves to limit turbocharger speed and reduce boost pressure at high engine speeds and loads. 

Waste-gate turbochargers are tuned to give good performance at low engine speed with the valve closed, which improves transient response and reduces exhaust temperatures and emissions. As engine speed increases, the waste-gate valve begins to open at a pre-set boost pressure. This has the effect of increasing the swallowing capacity of the turbine, reducing shaft power and avoiding excess air delivery and rotor over-speed. 

Figure 43 Volvo D12D 500hp Euro 3 engine turbo-compound set up [Source: Volvo]



Turbo-compounding

Although the use of turbo-compounding is relatively new for diesel truck applications, the concept was originally used back in the late 1940s and '50s on two notable aircraft engines, the Wright Cyclone and the Napier Nomad. However, its promise of low fuel consumption for transport aircraft was soon overtaken by the rapid development of the gas turbine and the turboprop engines. 

In the case of automotive diesel engines, turbo-compounding involves the introduction of a power turbine downstream of the turbocharger that is connected by a gear to the engine, typically at the flywheel. In this manner, further energy is extracted from the exhaust gases to help drive the engine, typically increasing the overall thermal efficiency of the engine to as much as 46% instead of the typical 42%.

Studies of the technology in use revealed that it is of little benefit in heavy traffic or hilly terrain where a lot of gear changing is required, but on long-haul applications where relatively steady cruising speeds can be maintained, fuel savings of 3% to 4% could be achieved. This modest level of gain, especially when it was confined to certain duty cycles, did not justify the extra expense of adding the technology and it was not adopted further until the advent of sophisticated electronic engine management and injection systems that enabled better optimisation of engine speed and load, and its capacity to add extra exhaust back pressure assisted exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). Nevertheless, the technology is still largely targeted at long haul, heavy-duty applications where the cost-benefit ratio makes it viable.

Figure 44 Scania with EGR and mechanical turbo-compounding [Source: Scania]



The system illustrated as used by Scania and Volvo trucks (Figure 44 and Figure 43) reduces fuel consumption by about 5 to 10%.

According to Günter Krämer, manager of global marketing at BorgWarner Turbo Systems, it is difficult to see the advantages or disadvantages of turbo-compounding because of the cost-benefit ratio. “There might be some better solutions. Instead of taking the energy out of the exhaust with the turbine and trying to put that power on the crankshaft of the engine, it might be better to use a kind of electric-turbo-compounding to drive a generator to generate electric power. It might even be a better solution than ‘traditional’ turbo-compounding,” he suggests.  BorgWarner has also entertained the concept of triple-compounding and continues to explore every kind of exhaust energy system.

Electric turbo-compounding

Electric turbo-compounding uses an additional turbine placed in the exhaust and the energy obtained therein is transformed into electricity by means of a small generator. According to John Deere, fuel consumption reduction is in the order of 3 to 5% on cycle and up to 10% for the peak values. Caterpillar considers this a concept with high customer value.

John Deere has demonstrated 20% power increase with little adverse impact on the engine performance. Higher output seems to be possible. Fuel economy improvements of 10% have been demonstrated at Tier 3 Conditions




Figure 45 Electric turbo-compounding [Source: John Deere]



Turbo compounding is found to be compatible with emissions and appears to provide benefit. An electrically coupled two-stage architecture offers control, efficiency, emissions, and packaging benefits. It also supports electrification. System costs suggest commercialisation potential.

Figure 46 Fuel consumption based on combined engine shaft and electrical power outputs  [Source: John Deere]



Twin-scroll turbochargers

Originally developed for commercial diesel applications, turbochargers with a twin-scroll turbine housing have been successfully adapted for use with passenger car engines (both gasoline and diesel). By utilising dual openings, or volutes, into the turbine housing, exhaust energy is optimised which results in better engine performance at low speeds, decreased backpressure at high speeds and significant gains in fuel economy.

The two scrolls are of different size with a primary scroll for low speeds and a secondary scroll designed to protect the energy of the exhaust pulse all the way through to the turbine and create a peak pressure rather than an average pulse pressure. Both scrolls are used for high-speed operation. The technology is well suited to smaller-displacement engines, particularly four-cylinder units that have a low pulse rate per crank rotation.  Subaru’s JDM Legacy GT 2.0 litre is well known for its twin-scroll technology.

Figure 47: Multi-scroll turbine housing design [Source: BorgWarner]



In 2009, the BMW 535i Gran Turismo 3.0-litre, six-cylinder, direct-injection gasoline model was launched featuring a BorgWarner twin-scroll turbocharger. BMW claimed that the car outperformed many fitted with naturally aspirated V8 engines, while significantly improving fuel economy and reducing emissions. “The twin scroll technology produces results similar to twin-turbo applications but in a smaller package with lower weight and cost,” said Roger Wood, president and general manager at BorgWarner Turbo Systems.

Figure 48: A schematic of a twin scroll turbocharger



In March 2011, BMW launched the twin-scroll TwinPower Turbo system on a four-cylinder, 2.0-litre gasoline engine on the X1 SUV and announced that the technology would be applied to a new family of three-cylinder engine that the company plans to produce for the next generation of Mini and entry-level BMW models.

General Motors has also offered twin-scroll turbocharging on the Ecotec 2.0-litre, four-cylinder, flex-fuel engine launched on the 2011 Buick Regal Turbo.

In October 2011, Honeywell announced that its next generation of gasoline turbochargers would be launched on new vehicles within three years. The company claims that the ‘Gasoline VNT DualBoost’ turbochargers, which feature two back-to-back, twin-scroll compressor wheels mounted on ball bearings within a single housing, will be 30% smaller, 30% lighter and provide 70% less inertia compared to current models.

Variable geometry turbochargers

Traditional high-flow turbochargers generate their maximum boost pressure at high engine speed and load conditions. Over-boost can be prevented using a waste-gate but during partial-load operation, these turbochargers supply far less boost, and boost control is extremely limited.

Figure 49: Deflection through a dual-volute-turbine housing with VTG guide vanes [Source: BorgWarner]



Borg Warner pioneered the use of variable turbine geometry (VTG) in spark ignition passenger car engines. Smaller fixed turbine turbochargers with wastegate control allow high turbine pressure ratios and consequently high boost pressures even at low exhaust gas flow rates owing to their pressure build-up behaviour allowing good dynamic driving behaviour. However, such a design with full load engine speed can lead to an undesirable high pressure level upstream of the turbocharger despite the control through the wastegate at the exhaust end. The result of this can be an increased tendency to knock and an upward fuel consumption spiral with a retarded ignition point, a high exhaust gas temperature and the corresponding need to enrich the fuel mixture to protect componentry.

The reverse is also the case in that turbines with a high capacity to absorb pressure build-up can promote good engine efficiency but can be limited in providing satisfactory starting torque, particularly for spark ignition engines.

The compromise between attractive low-end torque and good specific fule consumption is not possible to solve with fixed geometry turbochargers, and has lead to the development of variable turbine geometry.

Figure 50: Twin volute VTG with optimised exhaust manifold design [Source: BorgWarner]



Increasingly, heavy-duty diesel engines are being equipped with EGR to control NOx emissions. To recirculate exhaust gases into the intake manifold, exhaust pressure must be higher than intake manifold pressure requiring boost pressure to be correctly controlled during partial-load operation. There are two different methods of achieving this; throttle the intake manifold or separate boost control from engine speed and load conditions. Throttling reduces efficiency and increases fuel costs, which is one of the major costs for operators of commercial diesel engines, so most engine manufacturers have opted for all-speed boost control using smaller, highly-efficient, quick-response turbochargers that generate boost from just above engine idling speeds. A technology that enables this is the variable-geometry turbocharger (VGT).

The most common VGT design uses a set of movable vanes in the turbine housing, which control boost by varying the exhaust turbine inlet pressure. At low engine speeds when exhaust flow is low, the vanes are partially closed to increase exhaust pressure and make the turbine spin faster to generate more boost. As engine speed increases, so does the exhaust flow, and the vanes are opened to reduce turbine pressure and hold boost steady or reduce it as required. By responding to a manifold pressure sensor, a Powertrain Control Module (PCM) can adjust turbine inlet pressure to control boost at any speed or load, and to limit boost at full load.

Advanced materials and precision engineering are needed to keep these moving parts operating smoothly in the hottest part of the turbocharger and there are two different basic designs. The most common design rotates the vanes like slats in a window blind to open and close the flow area. The vanes are mounted in the turbine housing so they can pivot about one end. A plate with pins projecting into the centre of each vane is rotated, causing the vanes to rotate together about their pivot points.

An early example of a VGT on a mass-market car was one developed by Honda in 1989, drawing on the company’ s success with turbocharger technology in Formula One Grand Prix racing. Honda called the system ‘Wing Turbo’ because of the movable ‘wings’ in the nozzle area that opened to allow low-speed exhaust gas flow through the turbine when boost pressure was not required. To provide power to the turbine when boost pressure was required, the wings closed, reducing the nozzle area through which the exhaust gas flowed quickly, driving the turbine. The wings were actuated by boost pressure and controlled by an electronic control unit (ECU) via a solenoid valve. Negative pressure was generated from intake vacuum and accumulated in a reservoir that was also solenoid controlled. The ECU responded to signals regarding boost pressure, intake temperature, coolant temperature, throttle opening, engine speed and vehicle speed. 

However, the cost and complexity of early VGT systems, coupled with improvements in more traditional turbocharger designs, prevented significant penetration into the market until more recently. However in diesel engines, they help to provide improvements in efficiency and are now a critical element in the development of engines to meet future emissions legislation around the world. Because of this, they have begun to appear on a number of passenger car diesel engines including those from Audi, BMW, Citroën, Mercedes-Benz and Porsche.

Porsche combined VTG that utilises electronically controlled guide vanes with the water-cooled, twin-turbo system on the 911T. This enables higher turbine speeds and higher boost pressure at lower engine speeds so that cylinder charging is significantly improved, increasing in both power and torque. Furthermore, maximum torque is reached at lower rpm and is retained across a wider engine speed range with 448lb.ft (620Nm) available from as low as 1,950rpm up to 5,000rpm. Porsche claims that with VTG technology every throttle input is met with exceptional response and improved acceleration. When the boost pressure reaches its maximum value, the guide vanes are opened further and by varying the vane angle, it is possible to achieve the required boost pressure over the entire engine speed range, eliminating the need for excess-pressure valves.

Another type of VTG commonly used on larger engines uses a single sliding nozzle to guide the exhaust flow, while a sliding piston controls the size of the exhaust turbine inlet. This design is theoretically a little less efficient but much simpler and is therefore likely to prove more durable and lower in cost. This kind of design is being used in the latest engines from Cummins, MAN, Iveco and Scania.

Honeywell introduced VNT™ (Variable Nozzle Turbine) turbochargers in 1989, and Honeywell claims that its evolution throughout the 1990s and into the 21st century is “the most successful engine-boosting concept the world has ever seen.” The system involves the use of a turbine housing that can change its internal configuration to adapt to variations in the engine’s air boost requirements. VNT™ technology enables the turbocharger to supply greater engine boost at lower speeds than a smaller unit, yet match the performance of a larger turbo at higher speeds. VNT™ turbochargers also help to control the emission of NOx from diesel-powered vehicles through the use of EGR. Although dual-stage technology has been developed to go beyond current single-stage VNT limits the technology continues to develop and extend the capabilities of single-stage systems to provide many of the performance benefits of dual-stage systems while avoiding their cost and complexity. This, in turn, will be particularly beneficial for smaller downsized and high-performance engines.

Figure 51 Holset VGT™ Turbocharging Technology [Source: Cummins Turbo Technologies]



Honeywell has now reached third-generation technology with VNT™ and developed a new turbine wheel and cartridge suitable for smaller engines ranging from 1.2-litres to 1.7-litres and has asserted that by 2015, more than 50% of all turbocharged engines will be 1.7 litres or smaller compared to only 35% in 2009. The application of one of the company’s VNTTM turbochargers on the VW Polo BlueMotion 1.2-litre diesel is claimed to result in a 15% improvement in fuel economy and a 15% reduction in CO2 emissions when compared to the previous model Polo, despite it being 18% heavier with a 15% smaller, three-cylinder engine. 

“The strategies to meet stringent emissions and fuel economy standards may vary according to regional needs, but the goal is the same around the world - get more for less, whatever the powertrain,” said Alex Ismail, president of passenger vehicles at Honeywell Turbo Technologies. “To do that, automakers are adopting a strategy to downsize engines to maximize fuel efficiency. Turbocharging allows them to do so without sacrificing performance by delivering superior power density that is especially important for small-displacement engines. Our latest VNT third-generation technology for diesel delivers 10% higher efficiency and does this while achieving a 10% reduction in wheel size that enables superior packaging flexibility and reduction in inertia.”

The Holset VGT™ turbocharging technology developed by Cummins Turbo Technologies differs in that rather than pivoting the vanes to achieve different nozzle areas, a moving annular ‘sidewall’ with a tight-tolerance sliding fitted against the turbine varies the nozzle area. This ensures a high level of durability and reliability, which is essential for commercial diesel applications, and Holset believes it yields several benefits in engine matching namely:

  	Good transient response

  	Good fuel economy 

  	Increased useful engine operating speed range

  	Enhanced compression brake capability

  	Reduced engine swept volume and package size for a given rating

  	High pressure ratio compressors

Multi-stage turbocharging

Multi-staging or two-staging is a way of overcoming the limitations on boost pressure imposed by current compressor materials. The increased cost and complexity of using two turbochargers (one turbocharging the other) means that this technology is normally only found on high-value engines requiring high power density and /or operation at high altitudes.  While three-stage turbocharging is not unheard of, it is still in its infancy but is primarily used on some tractor class engines for competition purposes and is occasionally featured in aviation programmes at NASA.

There are two commonly used twin turbocharger configurations; parallel twin turbocharging and sequential twin turbocharging.

Parallel twin turbocharging

In parallel twin turbocharging, two identical turbochargers equally split the turbocharging duties. They function simultaneously and the cylinders receive compressed air through a common intake manifold.  They are often applied to the cylinder banks of V-shaped engines to reduce lag compared to the use of a single turbocharger and have been used in various applications by OEMs including Audi, BMW and Volvo.

In October 2010, Honeywell launched a two-stage, parallel system on the 2011 Range Rover TDV8. Land Rover claimed best-in-class transient response for the new 4.4-litre V8 that replaced the previous 3.6-litre turbo-diesel unit along with fuel economy improved by 19% and CO2 emissions reduced by 14% while increasing power by 15% and torque by 9%.

Sequential twin turbocharging

In sequential twin turbocharging, during lower speeds the engine only uses one turbocharger to utilise all the exhaust energy with the second one shut down by a shut-off valve. At high speeds, the second turbocharger is activated and both units function to provide maximum power output.  Lag is reduced and the required level of boost is maintained, even at low engine speeds. A sequential system was used on some early Toyota Supra turbocharged models and the JDM Subaru Legacy but they were complex and expensive, and so limited broader application.

In 2009, Honeywell launched a sequential Variable Nozzle Turbocharger (VNT) system on the Jaguar XF 3.0-litre V6 diesel, claiming a fuel economy reduction of 12% and a CO2 emissions reduction of 10% compared to its predecessor, while increasing torque output by 38%.

Regulated twin turbocharging

The concept of regulated or modulated two-stage turbocharging was developed by BorgWarner with BMW to allow continuously-variable adaptation of the turbine and compressor sides for every operating point of the engine by using two turbochargers of differing sizes connected in series: a smaller, high-pressure unit that operates to minimise lag and a larger, low-pressure unit that provides sufficient boost at higher engine speeds. A second benefit is that the regulated version can have a high pressure but smaller turbocharger than the one fitted on a standard two-stage system which helps the reduction of lag and increases performance.

Figure 52 BMW bi-turbo [Source: BMW]





In contrast to the classical configuration used for commercial vehicles, the regulated two-stage turbocharging system used for passenger cars has an additional by-pass on the low-pressure turbine and an extra compressor by-pass. Regulated two-stage turbocharging is the ideal method for achieving not only a greater level of re-circulated exhaust gases in an EGR system but also of clean air to help combustion.

On the BMW 535d, the smaller, high-pressure turbocharger ensures spontaneous engine response at lower engine speeds below 1,500rpm but once engine speed exceeds 1,500rpm, the larger, low-pressure unit begins to operate, ensuring a constant increase in boost. Beyond 2,500rpm, the low-pressure unit takes over entirely.

In 2009, Mercedes-Benz fitted BorgWarner’s R2S® regulated two-stage system to the 220 CDI and 250CDI four-cylinder models and claimed a 20% improvement in fuel economy and a 13% reduction in CO2 emissions from the 2.2-litre diesel engine. “BorgWarner's R2S® turbocharger allows the new Mercedes-Benz diesel engine to raise the bar on power and torque, yet emit substantially less CO2 and consume less fuel,” said Roger Wood, president and general manager at BorgWarner Turbo & Emissions Systems. “We are pleased to support Mercedes-Benz in delivering economical, environmentally friendly, powerful performance with this new generation of engines.”

The R2S® system was also fitted to Volvo’s new 2.4-litre D5 engine that was launched on the S80 model and Volvo claimed a fuel economy improvement of nearly 15% despite peak power being increased nearly 11% and peak torque increased 5% over the previous D5 engine.

BorgWarner developed the R2S technology in collaboration with MAN Truck & Bus and is supplying it to MAN for application on medium-duty trucks and bus engines in the Latin American market.

Three-stage turbocharging

Mercedes-Benz introduced the Tri-Turbo in Geneva 2005 on the Vision SLK 320 CDI. It consisted of three turbochargers, two located outside the cylinder banks and a much larger third unit situated in the centre of the V of the cylinders. At low engine speeds, the smaller turbochargers perform the bulk of the work, but they are subsequently turned off by means of a bypass system as the larger turbocharger takes over at high engine speeds.

Twin vortices supercharger

In 2008, Eaton launched a new, patented type of supercharger in the aftermarket and on new vehicles, known as the Twin Vortices Series or Eaton TVS™ and which features two four-lobe rotors that can twist through 160°, spinning in parallel in a form that creates and forces two vortices of air into the engine’s intake system. It is essentially an upgraded version of the three-lobe variety but, with the extra lobe and added twist when combined with the redesigned air inlet and outlet ports, it creates a smoother, more efficient flow of air into the engine. In addition to optimum efficiency, it also provides improved noise and vibration characteristics.

Multi-speed superchargers

British research company, Antonov, has developed a two-speed supercharger that combines the company’s patented transmission technology with a supercharger in order to improve the supercharger’s efficiency over a wider engine speed range. 

“Unlike turbochargers there are no heat issues to manage and the study of exhaust gases can then be assigned to energy recovery systems,” said Antonov operations director, Chris Baylis. "Improved fuel economy is achieved by using a small engine with a dual-speed supercharger allowing it to run more often at low revs. The two speeds allow us to spread the charge of air from the supercharger to the engine over a wide engine speed range. We’re able to match the supercharger to its host engine better by running the supercharger faster at low engine speeds and slower at high revs. The benefit is predictable; low-speed engine torque that is always available for enhanced drivability, while the change between drive ratios is smooth and virtually imperceptible to the driver." 

Baylis continued, "A 25 to 50% reduction in engine size seems feasible for road vehicles. Dual-speed supercharging delivers the performance and, important for road cars, maintains excellent driveability. Drivers have come to expect a certain level of performance from their vehicles, we strive for ever-lower fuel consumption and CO2 emissions but we have to keep driver expectations and vehicle performance in mind when making engines smaller. A supercharger with a simple dual-speed mechanical drive provides most of the benefit of a fully-variable drive unit – or various complex combinations of supercharger and turbocharger – without sophisticated and expensive electronic control systems or hydraulic actuators."

Figure 53 Antonov dual-speed supercharger [Source: Antonov]



Supercharger supplier, Rotrex, and continuously-variable transmission supplier, Torotrak, have established a 50:50 joint-venture, Rotrak, to develop a range of variable-speed superchargers that can optimise the supercharger’s efficiency to suit engine speed and power requirements. 

Figure 54 Exploded view of a Rotrak variable-speed supercharger [Source: Rotrak]



Electric superchargers

Valeo claims to have significant interest from OEMs in its electric supercharger and by the end of the decade expects to be selling about two million a year. The technology was conceived at Ford more than a decade ago and has passed through several owners’ hands before Valeo acquired with Controlled Power Technologies in 2011 and brought it to pre-production.

Variable speed superchargers are under development for multiple reasons, according to William Fabre, president of Valeo Air Management, the business unit in charge of the product.

Figure 55 Valeo’s electric supercharger [Source: Valeo]



Combined with a turbocharger, the supercharger improves acceleration during the two seconds before the turbo is fully activated by the exhaust gases. Used alone with spark ignition engine, it provides more torque at low engine speeds, permitting longer gearing in the transmission. 

Furthermore, there is the prospect that combined with the engine control unit, the forced air may provide other combustion efficiencies, such as less noxious emissions, thus requiring less expensive after treatment.

“The electric supercharger is a product that has a very fast response time, going from idle to 70,000 rpm in less than 350 ms,” said Pierre-Emmanuel Strohl, Valeo's Product Marketing Director of Powertrain System. “It is a unique product without any equivalent,” says Michel Forissier, Valeo research and development director for the propulsion business unit. The key element is using a switched reluctance electric motor that has little inertia, reaches top speed quickly, and uses steel stampings instead of permanent magnets or copper.

According to Fabre the first electric superchargers will reach the market in 2015. Of course, adding another element to an engine adds expense, and Valeo says that as with many technologies, it is likely to be seen first in premium sector. Audi has already demonstrated the system to journalists in a prototype.

The supercharger dos not replace the turbocharger, says Forissier, but would replace a second, low-speed turbocharger in some architectures.

Valeo’s technology demonstrators include a car fitted with a 2-kW, 12-v electric supercharger on a two-stage architecture. When driven on a real road test cycle that includes a mix of mountain roads, city streets, and highways, the vehicle’s electric supercharger has an average boost duration of 7 seconds with an average boost frequency of 5 boost/km, according to Strohl.

In addition to 12-v vehicle architectures, Valeo’s electric supercharger is compatible with up to 27-v systems using ultracapacitors, and the electric supercharger also is being developed for use with 48-v architectures.

The key component of Valeo’s 4 kg (8.8 lb) electric supercharger is its switched reluctance motor. “Switched reluctance motor technology has a rotor with very low inertia. That’s the reason why we are able to go from idle speed to the maximum speed of the compressor wheel (70,000 rpm) in less than 350 ms,” said Strohl.

In the coming years, use of supercharger technology is forecast to grow dramatically and Valeo expects that the number of twin- and 3-cylinder engines in the European market will jump from 900,000 units in 2011 to 5 million in 2019 with specific power increasing from 47 kW/L to 63 kW/L.

“It also means 60% of the 2- and 3-cylinder engines in 2019 in Europe will be turbocharged or supercharged compared to 20% in 2011,” said Strohl. 

Charge air coolers (intercoolers)

With the emphasis on variable-geometry turbochargers and high performance turbines, modern diesel engines also require sophisticated air-to-air or liquid-to-air charge air coolers (CACs) or ‘intercoolers’, which are considered to be integral to the overall dynamics of turbocharging technology. A CAC is positioned between the engine air inlet manifold and the turbocharger in order to produce an increase in engine efficiency by reducing the air inlet temperature and subsequently the inlet air density. Research has indicated that the use of a CAC with a supercharger can double the effect of the supercharger, but only within part of the engine’s operating range. On the other hand, the low air temperature during turbocharger lag results in little useful effect from the CAC. 

The commitment to reduce emissions in Europe, Japan and the US has resulted in engine technologies such as EGR, which helps to reduce NOx released from diesel engines. However, these solutions often result in significantly higher operating temperatures and modern CACs must be manufactured to provide a high standard of durability along with high efficiency. Traditionally, aluminium has been the favoured material for CACs or intercoolers, but its tensile strength declines rapidly at 150°C, and repetitive thermal cycling declines of between 150°C and 200°C tend to weaken it.  The average inlet temperature in current CACs is 190°C but industry standards require the average inlet temperature needs to exceed 240°C in order to comply with reduced emission regulations.

Aluminium CACs have had a significant failure rate with an average useful life of around 3,500 hours. Furthermore, other problems, including excessive engine wear and premature exhaust manifold failure, can occur because of leaking or damaged CACs. Because of this, some suppliers such as CuproBraze, manufacture CACs made from a combination of brass and copper and using a special brazing alloy of copper, tin, nickel and phosphorus developed by the International Copper Association (ICA). Consequently, CuproBraze claims that its CACs can operate at temperatures as high as 290°C without metallurgical problems such as creep and fatigue affecting performance. 

Delphi has developed a range of liquid-to-air CACs that the company claims provide several advantages over air-to-air systems. Unlike air-to-air systems, the liquid-to-air CACs can be integrated into the intake manifold, they do not require large-diameter elastomeric tubing to route the charge air to and from them, reducing pressure losses, packaging requirements and service-life issues. Engine response to sudden throttle demand is improved because of the smaller volume of intake air between the boosting device and the engine, and the intake air stays cooler, helping to limit NOx emissions during transient driving conditions. Additionally, coolant flow to the CAC can be limited to optimise engine warm-up under cold conditions or increased under partial-load conditions to heat the intake air and reduce throttling losses by allowing a wider throttle opening.

GM recently patented an intercooling system for its LF3 twin-turbocharged 3.6L V6 engine due for launch in the 2014 Cadillac CTS (Figure 56).

The intake manifold mounted air-to-water intercooler design greatly reduces the intake air path between the compressor and the intake valves when compered with conventional air-to-air systems.

Figure 56: GM’s LF3 twin turbocharged V6 engine with integral manifold mounted intercooler [Source: GM]



The Future of Turbocharging 

Electronic controls and new materials

Sophisticated electronic fuel injections systems are now the norm, and to these are being added more complex air handling systems which incorporate waste-gated turbochargers, variable-geometry turbochargers, EGR systems, exhaust brakes, decompression brakes, exhaust after-treatment and so forth. One of the challenges facing engine designers lies in understanding the complex interaction between these various components of the total air system and the engine.

Much of today’s automotive industry development resources, that once concentrated on the mechanical and the electrical, now have to quickly embrace the complexities of electronics and software architecture. Much of the design performance of a turbocharger, the air and fuel systems and the engine overall can now be modelled and analysed long before prototypes are made. As the trends for higher power density and reduced emissions continue, the turbocharger has to compensate by providing higher compressor outlet pressures. This provides two challenges: the first is how to produce an aerodynamic design that will achieve these higher pressure ratios yet still have a usable flow range and a satisfactory efficiency. The second is to find materials that will survive at the high temperatures generated when operating at high pressure ratios. In this, the automotive industry has learned from aerospace and begun the wholesale use of titanium, although in the form of high-quality cast rotors rather than machining from wrought billets.

Figure 57: Turbocharging technologies for high-pressure charging [Source: Hiroshi Uchida]



In a seminal paper called ‘Trends of Turbocharging Technologies’ a member of the Toyota Central Research and Development Laboratory, Hiroshi Uchida, outlined a synopsis of the turbocharged pathway of the future and the dominance this technology will hold. Uchida described “an aggressive pursuit of downsizing and reduced fuel consumption, based on high-pressure turbocharging technology.”

Uchida stressed that the turbochargers used in passenger cars must be able to produce a wide flow range and a high transient response, and that manufacturers have to perfect several key technologies when creating current and future turbochargers. Primarily, each model requires a high pressure ratio and a high rotational speed. However, the compressor has to cope with a surge rate equal to that of the flow rate in order to prevent pressure fluctuations. This problem is often overcome by controlling the variable nozzle vane angle or the power of the motor assistance. Manufacturers also face problems trying to lower or eliminate the surge limit. Uchida endorses two-stage turbocharging as a possible solution, but as has been mentioned, it is considerably larger than single-stage and much more complex and expensive. Similarly, bypassing compressor discharge air to the compressor inlet increases the flow rate but can affect fuel consumption detrimentally. On a centrifugal compressor, impelled air can be re-circulated to the impeller inlet by using a casing treatment on the shroud wall and as some manufacturers are still discovering, a variable inlet guide vane or diffuser vane can be another effective means of improving the surge limit. It seems the future of turbocharging is outdating as fast as it is updating.

Common thought dictates that turbochargers have to become more simple and yet much more efficient. They have to stay below the maximum emission criteria, and any new developments must be considered cost-effective. Many newly developed turbochargers are based on technologies that require smaller and more compact components to promote weight reduction but also require increased precision in order to be highly effective and efficient when balanced with the operational speed ranges of current models.   

New technologies such as ball bearings and air bearings as opposed to standard slide bearings, and new materials such as ceramics or titanium, will play a greater part in the development of turbocharger technology. Similarly, many OEMs are already trialling turbochargers in combination with other future technologies such as fuel-cells, alternative fuels and gas-to-liquid (GTL) blends.

When asked about the future of turbocharging, Günter Krämer of BorgWarner Turbo Systems said,  “We may see some change in the mix of turbocharging technology used – more VTGs instead of waste-gates, more multi-stage systems, in the future. A lot is improvement and enhancement of the existing technology. Customer requirements dictate the need for lower fuel consumption but they are not willing to sacrifice on comfort and performance so we have to look into improving the turbocharger and turbocharger systems to provide that.” 

Titanium compressor impellers

One example of the quest for alternative materials that provide better performance and durability is the use of cast titanium (Ti) and titanium aluminide (TiAl). A titanium compressor wheel not only performs aerodynamically at high boost pressure and rotational speed but can also improve low cycle fatigue, withstand high temperatures and provide low inertial drag while operating at a high boost pressure ratio. With its low weight and long-life properties, titanium can help to increase combustion air throughput and density while having the capacity to operate at temperatures over 650°C. Until recently, titanium and its alloys have largely been used in the aerospace sector, and supply-side constraints have limited their use in the automotive sector to a few specialist niche applications. However, the increasing need for new materials to enhance turbocharger performance characteristics and new titanium extraction and alloying methods are leading to re-examination of its cost dynamics.

BorgWarner Turbo Systems has perfected the use of titanium compressor impellers through a special development programme. Although noted as one of the most difficult materials to work with, titanium is strong, light-weight and capable of producing a high-quality, technologically-advanced product despite its high manufacturing cost. BorgWarner recognised that this new technology would not be adopted industrially without a significant cost-benefit ratio and has incorporated this factor into the mass-production process with what seems to be a winning formula. This was described by Roger Wood, president and general manager, BorgWarner Turbo & Emissions Systems as, “A focus on fuel economy continues to power the proliferation of diesel-powered passenger vehicles around the world and it appears that the United States will follow the same trend. At BorgWarner, our experts have developed a number of turbocharger technologies offering customers tailor-made products to meet the strictest emissions standards and helping advance growth in the clean diesel market.”

The company is now able to offer different compressor impeller technologies for special application requirements and special cyclical loads plus a selection of cast or moulded aluminium or titanium compressor impellers/wheels depending on the area of application.  

Other tier one companies are joining the ranks of those developing titanium components for turbocharger applications, including Bosch Mahle Turbo Systems, Holset, Honeywell and IHI. However R&D has proven that Ti and TiAl are both problematic from the perspective of mass manufacturing and have to be cost effective before any tier one company will commit to its future. Other issues include the balance of assembling a complete unit and of using friction welding, which can increase residual stresses under certain conditions.

Many heavy-duty diesel engine manufacturers know that aluminium alloy compressor rotors have been subject to high rates of failure in many truck applications, and the use of TiAl has already seen a marked improvement in these applications with a continual high success rate.  Consequently, most see a future for Ti and TiAl despite apparent inertia problems compared with aluminium. Estimates are as high as 30% in the heavy vehicle classes of the future with potential penetration of 90% if the cost of compressor rotors is significantly lowered. This would create a market of over 600,000 units and a value somewhere between USD3m and USD5m.

Günter Krämer, manager of global marketing at BorgWarner Turbo Systems explained, “I wouldn’t say that this will be a mass production. We will still see the aluminium compressor wheel. However, we use the titanium compressor wheels where the application requires it, (which is mainly in the US for truck applications) where you have high temperatures on the inlet because of high EGR rates and also high boost pressures. We really need a strong material on the compressor side to assure the lifetime expectations of our customers. When you don’t need this material strength because your application is not as hot on the inlet side, or it has not got the same lifetime expectations as an on-highway truck, you certainly look for the best and most cost-efficient solution.”

Assisted turbocharging

Another approach to getting a higher power density is one that utilises a source of additional energy to increase the boost levels available from a conventional turbocharger. Potential sources include electrical and hydraulic energy acting on the turbocharger rotor and air injection into the compressor or directly into the engine intake manifold. While all of these provide solutions to the fundamental problem of achieving acceptable combustion across wider engine operating speeds, they naturally bring additional complexities in their own right.

Supplier technology developments

Innovation is perhaps the key to success in the forced induction sector, and while there are periodically small scale start-ups with interesting ideas, the mainstream of the business remains a powerhouse of research and development. From a financial viewpoint the increasing technical sophistication of turbocharging and supercharging is moving some of the value from engines, as traditionally retained by the OEMs into the specialised technology provided by key suppliers.

These key suppliers are now providing the stream of innovation needed to facilitate the necessary engine downsizing.

Honeywell/Garrett

In 2012 Honeywell Garrett launched its High Temperature Ball Bearing VNT turbocharger (HTBB), and received an Automotive News PACE award (which honours superior innovation, technological advancement and business performance amongst suppliers) for the technology, launched with Daimler.

Figure 58: Honeywell Garrett range of turbochargers for a broad range of applications [Source: Honeywell Garrett]



As the launch customer for this technology, Daimler worked with Honeywell to apply the HTBB Turbo after deciding in 2006 to re-engineer its 3.0L V6 diesel engine to meet future emissions standards in the US and Europe. Launched on the Mercedes-Benz E350 and R350 models, the new engine improved power and torque by 18% and 22%, respectively, while fuel economy improved by up to 21% with the HTBB technology from the previous engine. The engine/turbo was subsequently introduced in its S-Class sedan and will eventually roll out across its full product line.

According to Honeywell Garrett, this HTBB turbocharger combines a high-temperature variable geometry turbo with a state-of-the-art ball bearing system that delivers exceptional performance from a single-turbocharger. Honeywell engineers extended its materials, design and coatings capabilities to enable the delivery of increased peak power. The ball bearing technology makes engine start spontaneous, irrespective of weather conditions or geographical location, improves vehicle acceleration for passing manoeuvres and reduces fuel consumption by up to 2% in the relevant emission cycles.

In addition to existing applications with Daimler AG, several other OEMs are now considering the adoption of the technology. It is anticipated that additional 3.0L engines will begin to deploy the technology in the next few years. The next wave of adoption will be in 2.0L four-cylinder engines, where several customers already have on-going programmes.

In a statement, given to IHS SupplierBusiness about the future focus of Honeywell, Craig Balis, vice-president, passenger vehicle product development said, “We are focused on the full range of turbochargers for both diesel and gasoline engines, spanning from 0.6 litres up to four litres and optimised to the needs of all global markets in both developed and emerging regions. These technologies include high-efficiency micro and small waste-gate turbos, next-generation diesel VNT turbos for high performance and high-efficiency Euro 6+ diesel engines, dual-stage solutions for small and large engines, and advanced single-stage technologies for both diesel and gas.”

Continental

Continental began developing turbochargers for gasoline engines in 2006, citing its freedom from the constraints of legacy designs or existing production facilities as a significant advantage in this fast moving sector that allowed the company to start from scratch and develop an improved product. 

A successful collaboration with Ford has resulted in a turbocharger design that meets the particular technical challenges posed by small, downsized engines. The thermodynamics of the turbocharger system have been optimised to achieve an optimum coordination and balance between the compressor and turbine stages. The geometry of the blades has been specifically developed to suit the engine requirements.

"By minimising rotating masses and thus reducing inertia, and by optimising thermo-dynamics, we have invested our turbocharger with excellent response characteristics," said Udo Schwerdel, head of Continental's turbocharger product line. The turbocharger's 38-millimeter diameter turbine rotates at up to 240,000 revolutions per minute (4,000 revolutions per second) in the exhaust flow, which can reach 1,050°.

In order to prevent pressure from rising too steeply at high engine output, a waste-gate valve conducts the exhaust gases past the turbine. On the compressor side, a compressor bypass valve prevents air, which has already been compressed, from forcing its way back into the compressor housing when the throttle closes. This safeguard prevents compressor surge, which could damage the turbocharger. 

Figure 59: Continental’s first turbocharger [Source: Continental]



All the main components are designed for fully automated assembly along the same axis, whereas conventional turbochargers are assembled in several stages, partly by hand. Fully automated assembly not only promotes improved quality but also generates cost benefits; an important consideration in view of the high volume of three-cylinder engines that Ford plans to build.

Continental had good reason to initially concentrate on developing a small turbocharger. Prior to starting the project, in-house market studies revealed future worldwide demand for small, downsized turbocharged gasoline engines in response to the quest to sustainably reduce fuel consumption. 

Continental’s turbocharger design is claimed to be scalable and flexible, due to its modular design, enabling simple adaption to suit larger gasoline or diesel engines as well as small gasoline units for which it was initially designed. Continental hails this development as the birth of a new generation of turbochargers.

In addition, the design concept allows for generously proportioned cooling ducts in the bearing housing which is advantageous for small turbochargers for gasoline engine applications at exhaust-gas temperatures of over 1,000°C. Other features of the turbocharger are a sturdy design, reliability and outstanding thermodynamic properties. 

Series production of Continental's turbocharger began in 2011 at the Trutnov plant in the Czech Republic. Production is scheduled to increase rapidly and reach two million units by 2014. The plant, which has a workforce of around 400, mainly manufactures high-pressure fuel pumps at present.

In a statement given to SupplierBusiness by Joachim Tőpfer, External Communications, Continental Powertrain said: “We at Continental understand the turbocharger as an integral element of the engine management system. Hence we developed not only the component but further smart solutions to control the turbocharger like integrated electrically actuated boost control devices, integrated speed sensors and integrated electrically actuated recirculation valves. Furthermore we do understand the market needs for higher reliability and efficiency of turbochargers at an acceptable cost level. And that’s exactly what our turbochargers offer.”

Continental’s current turbocharger design is the basis for future features such as oil-free bearing systems, variable turbine and compressor stages and the integration of all electronic control functions. 

Bosch Mahle TurboSystems

Founded in 2008, Bosch Mahle TurboSystems is a joint-venture of Bosch and MAHLE, which develops and produces tailor-made exhaust gas turbochargers for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The company currently employs around 350 people at locations in Stuttgart and Blaichach, both in Germany and in St. Michael, Austria.

The company now supplies turbochargers for both passenger car and commercial vehicle engines and has a strong working relationship with Volkswagen, from whom it received an award in 2012 for reliability and innovation, and the company’s first high volume order was for the 2.0L diesel version of the new generation of VW engines.

By 2016 the company plans to have realised some 16 design and supply projects with seven OEM customers and has a long term target of a 15% market share.

Future technology development includes the use of titanium aluminide for turbine wheels, innovative bearing system improvements and enhanced multi-stage turbocharging. 

Through its parent companies, the company has access to extensive and comprehensive systems, and materials competence for combustion engines. This expertise is leveraged towards the integral optimisation of turbochargers. Furthermore, the joint-venture is able to call on the outstanding know-how of both parent companies in the development, and large-scale production of engine components and other parts gives Bosch Mahle TurboSystems the essential supply-side competencies that OEMs seek in longer term supply relationships.

State-of-the-art simulation tools are integral to the development and design of turbochargers, and the behaviour of the turbocharger can be precisely defined in the design phase. For example, software programmes, developed in-house for the design of bearings, predict the rotordynamic behaviour of the main shaft with a superb degree of precision.

BorgWarner

An established major turbocharger supplier, BorgWarner also recognises the importance of cutting edge simulation along with rapid prototyping techniques as critical in competing for OEM business.

Using 3-dimensional computational flow dynamics (CFD) in its turbocharger development enables the rapid selection of the most promising design candidates at an early stage in their development. Coupled with this, rapid prototyping significantly shortens the product development times. For example, the use of 5-axis milling machines and CAD engineering makes it possible to very rapidly convert the idea for a new compressor or turbine wheel design into a tangible ready-to-test component.

The exhaust temperatures of future turbocharged gasoline engines will increase, and as high output temperatures are a result of increasing efficiency in gasoline engines, BorgWarner is investigating different material solutions.

Figure 60: Rapid prototyping [Source: BorgWarner]



Turbochargers for exhaust temperatures of 1,050 °C require a material for the turbine housing that will withstand high component temperatures throughout the service life of the vehicle. Heat-resistant cast steel is one solution and is already being used for mass-produced customer engines.

In addition to the turbine housings, the increased exhaust temperatures also result in extreme conditions for the turbine wheels. In this case the company has redesigned bearing housings with a water cooling system and introduced a V-band clamp to ensure a secure connection between the bearing housing and the turbine housing at high temperatures.

The thermal inertia of the turbine housing is of great significance to very low emission vehicles. Due to the low level of thermal inertia, the temperature in the catalytic converter during the cold-start phase of the engine rises quickly. The conversion of the pollutants in the exhaust starts early in this case. The thermal inertia and the surface area of the turbine housing are to be kept as small as possible to keep emissions low.

The complexity of the manufacturing and machining processes for turbine housings made of cast steel and the high costs arising in connection with them has raised the question of what benefits the customer derives from these technologies. Thin walls are desired to significantly reduce the weight of the turbine housing and simultaneously reduce the thermal inertia of the turbine housing. This leads to faster activation of the catalytic converter during the cold-start phase of the engine, which in turn significantly improves the emission levels of the vehicle. 

Figure 61: BorgWarner product range for gasoline engines [Source: BorgWarner]



Another innovative solution can be found in the form of a sheet-metal turbine housing consisting of several stamped sheet-metal parts welded together. The turbine housing can have a single-flow or double-flow construction with air-gap insulation.

Figure 62: BorgWarner product range for diesel engines [Source: BorgWarner]



The turbine housing can be connected to its exhaust manifolds by a flange or the pipes can be welded on. As a result of this, it is possible to have continuous air-gap insulation for the flow of exhaust from the cylinder head all the way to the catalytic converter. Heat resistant sheet metal is available as a material that permits exhaust temperatures of up to 1,050°C. Aluminium turbine housings are just as good as cast turbine housings in terms of their efficiency and throughput, yet they have much less thermal inertia and therefore allow the catalytic converter to be activated faster during a cold start.

BorgWarner’s product portfolio offers a comprehensive turbocharger programme for the 20 - 250kW output range including a wide selection of optimally matched compressors and turbines. It boasts variable turbine geometries (VTG) for diesel and gasoline engines, two-stage turbocharger systems and their unique eBooster™ concept in which an electrically driven flow compressor provides the turbocharger support. BorgWarner not only develops turbocharger systems but also modifies them to meet specific customer requirements while also meeting the rigorous demands of the industry including emission standards. 

Driven by growing European demand for turbochargers, BorgWarner has expanded its facility in Oroszlany, Hungary, about 80 km from Budapest, where the company produces turbochargers for customers in Europe, China, India and Mexico. Since the plant in Hungary opened, annual production increased to 1.5 million units during 2007. In a statement by Günter Krämer, manager global marketing, BorgWarner Turbo Systems, he said:  “We are enlarging it to follow the need of the market. But we are also constantly investing money into our technology, improving our product and that’s, I guess, what the industry is looking for – to have a reliable partner for their product leading technologies in the turbocharging side, because turbocharging is such a key technology for powertrains.” Plans are underway to open new plants in Poland, Thailand and Mexico.

Cummins/Holset Turbo Technologies

The Cummins Holset product portfolio includes a range of turbocharger technologies that cover a power output from 50 – 1,200 hp per turbocharger. In 1993 the Holset HX Range claimed industry-leading compressor technology, high load capacity thrust bearings and turbine bypass capability (wastegating). In addition to the HX Range, the Holset E Range has recently been introduced for commercial diesel engines ranging in complexity from fixed geometry to the Holset VGT™ turbine and titanium compressor stages.  

Figure 63: Core assembly for Cummins new HE  range [Source: Cummins]



Holset VGT™ was considered to be the world’s first Variable Geometry Turbocharger to operate successfully. Initially introduced in the European marketplace, the company states that it has proved to be durable and unique in terms of technical capability.  Cummins also believes it was the first turbocharger producer to offer cast titanium impellers plus electronic inputs from the turbocharger to the engine ECU which have paved the way for other technologies, such as compressor inlet air temperature measurement and pre-turbine pressure measurement.

Similarly in 1993 Cummins Turbo Technologies in partnership with Scania pioneered the introduction of turbocompounding on production diesel engines known as the DTC11-01. Then in July 2008 Cummins announced it would expand the manufacturing capacity of its facility in Charleston County, South Caroline (US). The company plans to invest approximately USD11m and create 100 additional jobs at its Turbo Technologies unit. The planned investment will go towards the assembly and machining capacity of the facility.

Future technologies currently being developed by Cummins include:

· Assisted turbocharging, which utilises additional energy to increase the boost available from a conventional turbocharger. Sources of energy include electrical and hydraulic energy acting on the turbocharger rotor and air injection into the compressor or directly into the engine intake manifold. 

While all of these provide solutions to the fundamental problem of achieving acceptable combustion across wider engine operating speeds, they also bring additional complexities in design;

· Conventional turbocharger bearing systems comprise two fully floating ring bearings lubricated by the main engine oil system, and this assembly has been very successful. It provides excellent damping against rotor motion, is tolerant of contaminants in the lubrication oil and is economic to manufacture. However, new materials and bearing technologies are becoming available and offer opportunities to reduce noise, improve efficiency and increase durability. Ball bearings and air bearings are in development for some applications in the future.

· The use of multi-stage turbocharging to achieve higher boost pressures; compressor performance requirements consist of both higher pressure ratio and an effective operating area (i.e. compressor map width). In general, working within the limitations of current materials and product design can make significant improvements in one area at the expense of the other. Radical redesign to bring into production new concepts such as an upstream axial stage (a combined axial and radial compressor stage) or inlet guide vanes may provide significant improvements in compressor performance.

In 2012 Cummins entered a new market sector and began producing the fixed geometry version of its new light-duty turbocharger family (Figure 63). The new product family is designed to suit a range of LCV and other light-duty applications meeting Euro-3 to Euro-6, US EPA 2010 and 2013 and Tier 4 exhaust emissions limits. They have been designed to provide engine manufacturers with a new cost-effective alternative turbocharging solution with a wide range of functionality as well as reliability through the development of multiple versions including fixed geometry (FG), wastegate (WG), command valve wastegate (CW) and variable geometry (VG).

IHI Corporation

IHI manufactures turbochargers ranging from super-compact units for automobiles to full-sized large marine diesel engines. The company believes that the expertise gained in the manufacture of aerospace jet engines has helped the company to develop world class turbocharger technology solutions and places a high priority on turbocharger R&D. IHI has produced more than 10 million turbocharger and supercharger units for automobiles. 

Figure 64: IHI RHE Series turbocharger [Source: IHI Turbo America]



IHI’s product portfolio includes the RHE and RHF Series turbochargers, which incorporate a number of advanced features: the RHE series uses a mixed-flow turbine design for the first time in an automobile turbocharger. RHE turbochargers are used primarily in large displacement truck engines and are designed to satisfy increasingly strict emission regulations while achieving high-pressure ratios and long service life. The RHF series is primarily applied to small displacement passenger car engines. RHE and RHF turbochargers are designed to be interchangeable with the preceding series of RHC and RHB respectively. This inter-changeability allows the engine manufacturer to achieve improved engine performance without turbocharger imposed packaging constraints. 

The RH-series of turbochargers is considered to be state-of-the-art technology and has been used in the application of automotive, heavy truck, marine, construction machine and industrial engine markets. The use of advanced aerodynamic design for turbine and compressor wheels, along with minimized mechanical loss and low inertia, are claimed to allow excellent response times across wide operating ranges.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI)

Currently MHI produces turbochargers for both gasoline and diesel applications in Japan, Europe and North America. It also produces turbochargers for ship engines. 

Using highly automated production lines the company manufactures an estimated 4.5 million units per annum, accounting for a claimed 22% of the global market.

Figure 65: A section of one of MHI’s automated turbocharger production lines [Source: MHI]



In late 2010 the company announced the development of a new hybrid turbocharger that adds an electrical generator that is also driven off the same shaft. The MET83MAG turbocharger is currently designed for marine applications where the engines typically run at more or less constant speeds. The exhaust-driven generator can provide all of the electrical needs of a ship, which cuts fuel consumption. 

Figure 66: MHI hybrid turbocharger design [Source: MHI]





Such a turbocharger design could be particularly useful on the range-extending engine for a series hybrid such as the Chevrolet Volt. A smaller engine with a hybrid turbocharger could produce electricity to charge/sustain the battery in addition to the generator connected to the drive shaft.

Eaton Corporation

Eaton designs and manufactures precision Roots-type positive displacement superchargers for highly specific automotive applications. The Roots-type design was first patented in 1860 by brothers Philander and Francis Roots and refined for automotive passenger car use by Eaton and commercialised in the 1980s. To date the company has produced more than three million units for OEMs around the world.

Figure 67: A roots-type supercharger [Source: Eaton]



Roots superchargers are used to add power to engines and to create a tailored driving experience. Unlike turbocharging, Eaton superchargers provide instant throttle response and torque across the engine's entire powerband. Although supercharging is most associated with high performance and drag racing, Eaton Roots-type superchargers are also used by OEMs to improve fuel efficiency because they provide the option of using smaller, more fuel-efficient engines to achieve desired driving characteristics. Current trends for engine downsizing also incorporate the use of both supercharging and turbocharging to avoid the issue of turbine lag prevalent in highly downsized engines.
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